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In the past, stainless steel tubing used in ground support equipment to 
contain hypergolic, pneumatic, and hydraulic fluids was fabricated by manual 
welding or induction brazing processes. Traditionally, it has been required 
that j oi nts fabri catedby these processes be 100 percent radiographically 
inspected, a costly type of inspection. Today, advances in the state of the 
art have made automatic welding a desirable, cost effective method of replaCing 
the other methods of fabricating this type of tubing. The automatic process 
provides a precise control of the welding process parameters, minimizing human 
error and thereby improving the quality of welds over those made by other pro-
cesses. When the automatic process is used, with its inherent improvement in 
quality, a question naturally arises concerning the need for the 100 percent 
radiographic inspection requirement imposed on other methods. 
To determine if the use of automatic welding would allow the reduction of 
the radiographic inspection requirement, and thereby reduce fabrication costs, 
a series of welding tests were performed. In these tests an Astro Arc auto-
matic tube welder was used on AISI tubing, Type 304, in the 1/2, 3/4,. and 1 1/2 
inch diameter sizes. The tubing was representative of that used in the hyper-
golics, pneumatics, and hydraulics systems in the launch complex. The Astro 
Arc automatic tube welder had been checked out and calibrated previously during 
a production job where hypergolic valve box assemblies had been fabricated of 
similar tubing for Space Shuttle ground support equipment. Optimum welding 
parameters (machine settings) were obtained from the automatic welding proce-
dures previously qualified during production welding. These parameters and 
qualified procedures were used by certified welding operators as a baseline for 
proper machine settings and procedures used during testing. 
The optimum parameters were investigated to determine how much variation 
from optimum in machine settings could be tolerated and still result in a good 
quality weld. Threshold or border'line conditions were established. The 
effects of variations in the automatic process controls (machine settings) on 
the weld quality were investigated by making welds over a range of essential 
variables and by x-raying the resulting welds to study the effect of changing 
the process variables on the weld quality. The purpose of this study was to 
establish a range of essential variables (machine settings) for a given tube 
size to ensure that welds made within this variable range would be of good 
quality, thus allowing the requirement for 100 percent radiographic inspection 
to be reduced. 
The process variables studied were the welding amperes, the revolutions 
per minute (RPM) as a function of the circumferential weld travel speed, and 
the shielding gas flow. Acceptable tolerance ranges for these variables were 
determined through correlation with good x-ray quality vs bad x-ray quality of 
the welds. 
Strip chart recordings were made of the amperage and RPM to determine if 
strip charts were definitive enough to identify a good weld vs a bad weld. 
Tests showed that the strip chart recordings were not definitive enough to 









The effects of process control variations on weld quality were investi-
gated. The following equipment was used: 
1. Astro Arc Power Source and Controls 
Serial No. 328, with a strip chart recorder 
2. Astro Arc Welding Head 
A-1250-D, Serial No. 1389 
3. Astro Arc Welding Head 
A-2500-D, Serial No. 1262 
4. Four Channel Strip Chart Recorder 
Texas Instrument 
Serial No. FL04W60-171666 
This equipment had been used during the welding of valve box tubing and 
had been checked out and calibrated. 
MATERIALS 
The following materials were used in testing: 
1. Tubing, AISI, Type 304, Sizes: 1/4 inch x .035 
3/4 inch x .109, 1 1/2 inch x .049 
2. Fittings, AISI, Type 316, 304, consisting of 
Parker-Hannifin Unions, 33 each size 
TECHNIQUES 
The following describes the techniques used in testing: 
1. Automatic Welding Process. The automatic welding process utilizes a 
power source connected by flexible cables to a welding head, which is 
clamped on the tube in a manner similar to a pair of tongs. The elec-
trode of the welding head turns 3600 around the tubing to make a butt 
weld. The welding process is gas tungsten, pulsed arc welding. No 
filler wire is fed into the weld puddle. The addition of filler metal 
to the weld puddle is accomplished by the use of a weld fitting that 
has an additional shoulder of metal machined integral with the fit-
ting. The shoulder melts during the welding and provides sufficient 
additional metal to the weld. The fitting is provided with a raised 
ring that fits into a groove in the welding head and serves to guide 
the tungsten welding electrode around the tube and to maintain proper 
alignment during welding. A photograph of the machine, set up to weld 
tubing, is shown in Figure 1. A photograph of tubing specimens welded 
by the automatic process is shown in Figure 2. Closeup views are shown 
in Figures 3, 4, and 5. 
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Figure 1. Machine Set Up to Weld ubing 
4 
" 
Figur 2. Tubing Specimens in 1/4, 3/4, and 1 1/2 lnch Sizes, Welde by ~he 
Automatic Process 
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Figure 3. Close-up View of the Weld in 1/4 [nch Size Tuh lng 
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Figure 5. Close-Up View of the Weld in 1 1/2 Inch Size Tubi ng 
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2. Parameters Tested. As a first step, the optimum parameters (machine 
settings) were established by adopting the automatic welding proce-
dures previously stated as being qualified for this equipment. These 
procedures were used by certified welding operators as a baseline 
during testing. The automatic procedures qualified as optimum and the 
welding operators certified for the three tube sizes (1/4, 3/4, 1 1/2 
inch) are shown in th~ Appendix. During testing, the parameters 
varied were amperage, RPM, and shielding gas flow. One parameter at a 
time was varied, and the other parameters were maintained constant at 
their optimum values. Each parameter was varied in a manner that 
established threshold or borderline conditions. Threshold conditions 
were determined by weld quality based upon the pOint at which defects 
began to appear in x-rays during radiographic inspection of the welds. 
3. Radiographic Inspection. All welds during the investigation were 
. inspected 100 percent by radiography to obtain the data used to estab-
lish process control ranges and threshold conditions. In addition, a 
visual inspection was made of each weld. The visual inspection 
included the use of a borescope for the inside diameter (10) 
inspection of 1/4 inch size tubing. Defects observed at threshold 
conditions are recorded under Inspection Results in Tables 3.1 through 
3.18. The defects recorded include lack of penetration (LOP), 
concavity, and drop-through. . 
4. Strip Chart Recordings. Strip chart recordings were made of welds to 
determine if this method could be used to identify good quality welds 
vs bad quality welds. A typical strip chart recording is shown in 
Figure 6. 
5. Test Runs. The test was divided into three phases, with each phase 
cerresponding to a specific tube size. The effects of increasing and 
decreasing the three parameters, amperage, RPM, and shielding gas 
flow, were investigated. The ranges of acceptable parameters were 
determined by varying the individual parameters in increments of 5 
percent, until the threshold values were found by correlation with the 
results of the radiographic and visual inspections. One parameter at 
a time was varied, with the remaining two being maintained constant at 
optimum settings. When a reject first occured, due to defects appear-
ing in the x-ray, a repeat run was performed at the parameter 
deviation just preceding the settin\J where the reject occured. This 
was done to verify each threshold value. One type of defect 
prominently noted was concavity. The data sheets for individual test 
runs are included as an Appendix. Visual inspection results are 








Fi ure 6. Typical Strip Chart Recordi ng 
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TEST RESULTS 













Table 3.1 - Increasing Amperage Tests 
Tube size 1/4" x .035 
Using the optimum amperage as a baseline: 
AMPERAGE DEVIATION 
Plus 5 percent 
Plus 10 percent 
Plus 15 percent 
Plus 10 percent 
*Threshold Value, 10 percent. 
TABLE 3.2 - Decreasing Amperage Tests 






Using the optimum amperage as a baseline: 
AMPERAGE DEVIATION INSPECTION RESULTS 
Minus 5 percent Sat; sfactm·y 
Minus 10 percent Satisfactory 
Minus 15 percent Satisfactory 
Minus 20 percent Reject, LOP 
Minus 15 percent Satisfactory 
















Table 3.3 - Increasing RPM Tests 
Tube size l/4" x .035 
Using the optimum RPM as a baseline: 
AMPERAGE DEVIATION 
Plus 5 percent 
Plus 10 percent 
Plus 15 percent 
Plus 20 percent 
Plus 25 percent 
Plus 30 percent 
Plus 25 percent 
*Threshold Value, 10 percent. 
Table 3.4 - Decreasing RPM Tests 









Using the optimum RPM as a baseline: 
RPt~ OErVATION 
Minus 5 percent 
Minus 10 percent 
Minus 15 percent 
Minus 10 percent 
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Table 3.5 - Increasing Shielding Gas Tests 
Tube size 1/4" x .035 
Using the optimum shielding gas flow as a 
baseline: . 
GAS DEVIATION 
Plus 5 percent 
Plus 10 percent 
Plus 15 percent 
Plus 20 percent 
Plus 25 percent 
Plus 30 percent 
Plus 35 percent 
Pl us 30 percent 










. Table 3.6 - Decreasing Shielding Gas Tests 
Tube size 1/4" x .035 
Using the optimum shielding gas flow as a base-
line: 
GAS DEVIATION INSPECTION RESULTS 
Minus 5 percent Satisfactory 
Minus 10 percent Satisfactory 
Minus 25 percent Sati sfactory 
Minus 30 percent Satisfactory 
Minus 40 percent Reject, LOP 









Table 3.7 - Increasing Amperage Tests 
Tube size 3/4" x .109 
Using the optimum amperage as a baseline: 
AMPERAGE DEVIATION 
Plus 5 percent 
Plus 10 percent 
Plus 5 percent 





All three test runs produced satisfactory x-rays. However, visual 
inspection revealed a borderline condition in each run, consisting of some 
concavity associated with greater than normal drop-through at the inside 
diameter (IO) ·of the tube. This heavier walled tube was found to be very 






Table 3.8 - Decreasing Amperage Tests 
Tube size 3/4" x .109 
Using the optimum amperage as a baseline: 
AMPERAGE DEVIATION 
Minus 5 percent 
Minus 10 percent 
Minus 15 percent 
Minus 10 percent 




























Table 3.9 - Increasing RPM Tests 
Tube size 3/4 " x .109 
Using the optimum RPM as 
RPM DEVIATION 
Plus 5 percent 
Plus 10 percent 
Plus 15 percent 
Plus 20 percent 
Pl us 25 percent 
Plus 30 percent 
Plus 35 percent 
Plus 40 percent 
Pl us 35 percent 
*Threshold Value, 35 percent. 
Table 3.10 - Decreasing RPM Tests 









Sat i sfactory 
Reject, LOP 
Satisfactory 
Using the optimum RPM as a baseline: 
RPM DEVIATION 
Minus 5 percent 
Minus 10 percent 
Minus 3 percent 




Sat i sfactory 
In comparing this narrow range with the wide range in the 
Increasing RPM Tests results, it becomes apparent that the optimum RPM 
value should be somewhat higher than the value selected. Since the 
total range of +35 percent and -5 percent is 40 percent, a more 
meaningful evaluation is a range of +20 percent and -20 percent. 
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Table 3.11 - Increasing Shielding Gas Tests 
Tube size 3/4" x .109 
Using the optimum shielding gas flow as a base-
line: 
GAS DEVIATION 
Plus 5 percent 
Pl us 10 percent 
Plus 15 percent 
Plus 20 percent 






Table 3.12 - Decreasing Shieldin~ G~s Tests 
Tube size 3/4" x .109 
Using the optimum shielding gas flow as a base-
line: 
GAS DEVIATION 
Minus 5 percent 
Minus 10 percent 




The narrow range indicates that these parameters should be adjusted 
















Table 3.13 - Increasing Amperage Tests 
Tube size 1 1/2" x .049 
Using the optimum amperage as a baseline: 
AMPERAGE DEVIATION INSPECTION RESULTS 
Plus 5 percent 
Plus 10 percent 
Plus 15 percent 
Plus 20 percent 
Plus 25 percent 
Plus 30 percent 
Plus 25 percent 
*Threshold Value, 25 percent. 
Table 3.14 - Decreasing Amperage Tests 








Using the optimum amperage as a baseline: 
~PERAGE DEVIATION 
Minus 5 percent 
Minus 10 percent 
Minus 15 percent 
Minus 20 percent 
Minus 15 percent 


























Table 3.15 - Increasing.RPM Tests 
Tube size 1 1/2" x .049 
Using the optimum RPM as a baseline: 
. RPM DEVIATIqN 
Pl us 5 percent 
Plus 10 percent 
Plus 15 percent 
Plus 20 percent 
Plus 25 percent 
Plus 20 percent 
*Threshold Value, 20 percent. 
INSPECTION RESU~§ 
Sat i sfactory 
Satisfactory 










Table 3.16 - QecreEsin~ RPM Tes~s 
Tube size 1 1/2" x .049 
Using the optimum RPM as a baseline: 
~PM . .Q5VIATION 
Minus 5 percent 
Minus 10 percent 
Minus 15 percent 
Minus 10 percent 
*Threshold Value, 10 percent. 
INSPECTION RESULTS 
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Table 3.17 - Increasing Shielding Gas Tests 
Tube size 1 1/2" x .049 
results 
Using the optimum shielding gas flow as a base-
line: 
GAS DEVIATION INSPECTION RESULTS 
Plus 5 percent Sati sfactory 
Plus 10 percent Satisfactory 
Plus 20 percent Sati sfactory 
Plus 30 percent Satisfactory 
Plus 40 percent Sati sfactory 
i.nd i c ate an insensitivity to this parameter. 
Table 3.18 - Decreasing Shielding Gas Tests 
Tube size 1 1/2" x .049 
Using the optimum shielding gas flow as a base-
line: 
GAS DEVIATION INSPECTION RESULTS 
Minus 5 percent Satisfactory 
r~i nus 19 percent Satisfactory 
Minus 15 percent Satisfactory 
Minus 30 percent Sati sfactory 
Minus 50 percent Reject, oxidized. 






SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
It was found that the following ranges of process variables from optimum produced good qual ity welds as detennined by the radiographic inspection. Any greater deviation resulted in defective welds. 






. . . . 
• • • · . . 
Increasing • • . . · . . 
Decreasing. · . . . . . 
Shielding Gas Flow Deviation 
Increasing. 
Decreasi ng • 





· . . . . . 
· . 
. . • • 
· . . 
· . . · . . 
Increasing . . . . · . . 
Decreasing. · . . · . . 
Shiel,ding Gas Flow Deviation 
Increasing. 
• • • • • • • 10 percent 
• 15 percent • • • • • • 
· . . • • • • 25 percent 
· . . • • • • 10 percent 
· . . . • •• 30 percent 
· . 
. . • •• 30 percent 
· . . . • • • 10 percent 
• • 10 percent · . . . . 
· . 
. . · . . 20 percent 
· . . . • •• 20 percent 
· . . . . • • 15 percent 
Decreasing . . . . . . . . . . • • 10 percent 
Tube size 1 1/211 x .049 
Amperage Deviation 
Increasing. . . . . . • • • • 25 percent 




Increasi ng . . . . . . . . • • • • • • 20 percent 
Decreasing ••• • • • • • • • • • • • 10 percent 
Shielding Gas Flow Deviation 
. . . . . . • • • • • • 
Increasing. 
Decreasi ng • . . . . . . . . . . 
• 40 + percent 
• 30 + percent 





The results of the testing show that when the optimum welding parameters 
are established by qualifying the welding procedures for specific sizes of tub-
ing, and when welding machine operators are certified, then the automatic tube 
welding process repeatedly produces good quality welds with a high degree of 
reliability. Quality of the welds was determined by both radiograph'ic and 
visual inspections. It was found that the welding parameters could be varied 
over a considerable range without jeopardizing the weld quality, although this 
-is not a recommended practice. The correlation between the results of the 
radiograph1c and visual inspections was good. When the weld passed the visual 
inspection, there was a high probability that it would pass the radiographic 
inspect ion. 
The reliability of the automatic tube welding process has been verified by 
its performance in the recent production welding of tube assemblies for the 
hypergolics ground support equipment for the Space Shuttle. Approximately 5000 
welds were made using the automatic tube welding process at the Kennedy Space 
Center, and several thousand were made at Michoud in stainless steel tubing, in 
sizes ranging from 1/4 inch to 2 inch diameters. In both projects, the weld 
quality was found to be high, requiring very little repair welding. It is 
. est imatedthat 3 percent of these production welds requi red mi nor repai rs 
during their fabrication. This high degree of reliability and low rejection 
rate is attributed to the close control provided by the automatic process, 
minimizing human error. 
In view of the consistently high quality of the welds reproduced by the 
automatic tube welding process, both in testing and in production welding, it 
is concluded that the 100 percent radiographic inspection requirement can be 
removed when tubing is welded by the automatic process. Good quality welds 
result when the automatic process parameters are controlled at optimum values. 




Based on the findings of this investigation, the following procedures will be implemented in Kennedy Space Center specifications for welding tubing when the automatic process is used: 
1. The Astro Arc Pulsed Gas Tungsten Arc Welding Process or equal will be used with butt weld tube fittings. 
2. During the qualification of the welding procedures and the certifica-tion of welding operators, the 100 percent radiographic inspection requirement will remain in effect. The contractor will verify that satisfactory radiographic inspections are attained. During this period, the optimum welding parameters will be determined. The con-tractor will verify the optimum welding parameters in a qualified welding procedure and certify welding operators, based upon both radiographic and visual inspections. 
3. During the production welding phase, after qualification and certifi-catiori, the radiographic inspection will be eliminated. It will be replaced by a rigid control of process parameters, augmented by 100 percent visual inspection. The control of process parameters and the results of the visual inspection will become part of the inspection record, signed by the contractor. The data to be recorded is as follows: 
a. Weld Number: To be recorded on the data sheet and etched on the tube adjacent to the weld. 
b. Welder's Name and Certification Verification 
c. Date of Welding 
d. Government Specification Number 
e. Contractor's Procedure Number 
f. Contract or Project Number 
gQ Tube Material and Size 
h. Welding Position 
i. Machine Settings 
(1) Arc Amperes (Weld Levels 
(2) Time (Levels I, II, III, 
(3) Pul se Low (Amperes) 
(4) Pulse High (Time) 
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(5) Pulse Low (Time) 
(6) Finish Slope 
(7) Rotation Delay 
(8) Head Speed, RPM 
(9) Shielding and Backup Gas Flow, CFH 
(10) Arc Voltage 
(11) Tungsten Electrode (Length, Bevel, Land, Arc Gap) 
(12) Machine Used (Equipment, Manufacturer, Serial Number) 
(13) Fitting Type and Manufacturer 
Note: During the welding process, every effort must be made to maintain the machine settings (item i) at their optimum values. If more than one parameter varies measurably, from optimum, the weld shall be rejected. In the case where only one parameter varies not more than 5 percent the weld shall be acceptable. 
j. Inspection Report Number 
K. Inspection's Signed Verification: Optimum settings maintained as specified in item i. 
1. Weld Visual Inspection Results 
m. Approvals or Rejections: Quality/Contractor Signatures, Govern-ment Inspector Approval or Rejection Stamp. 
4. The following steps shall be performed during the automatic welding process: 
a. Turn gas on slowly at tank for torch and backup gas. Check for adequate tank pressure. Check for correct gas and gas flow per weld schedule by depressing gas flow button. Gas must be turned off at tank at the end of work shift. Seal backup gas tube to flow over inside diameter (10) of weld jOint. 
b. Attach ground cable to tube when using A3500 head. A ground cable is not required with A2500 head. 
c. Check for proper tungsten electrode grinding and gap on fitting. Regrind electrode if contaminated or if shape of point has changed. Point of electrode must be positioned in exact center of fitting lip. 
d. Make sure that tube end is cut square and is free from burrs on outside and inside edges and that there is no gap wh~n tube and fittings are clamped in weld head. Clean joint surfaces of finger prints with freon and lense cleaner tissue. 
":, ...... "';' ;."('";'"'' 
e. Always start weld with gear teeth in housing to prevent arcing 
from gear ring. This applies to the A2500 weld head. Arc may be 
struck in any position with the A3500 head. 
f. Check each item on weld schedule for proper control panel 
settings. 
g. Check the following: 
(1) Gear t'otation switch is in forward position 
(2) RPM setting is correct 
(3) Panel and arc starter switches are on 
(4) Pulse-step pulse switch is in correct position 
(5) Arc voltage switch is on (A3500 head only) 
h. Depress sequence start button and observe root drop-through when 
possible. Slight amp adjustment (within +5 percent) may be. made 
duri ng weldi ng to assure uni formity. Time may be added to Level 
IV to provide overlap if weld start did not give full penetration. 
These adjustrn?ilts are not to be considered as variations from 
optimum. 
5. The visual inspection shall be a 100 percent coverage for each weld, 
including the weld root when it is accessible for viewing. When weld 
roots are inaccesible for viewing, then the record of process controls 
will govern acceptance or rejection of the weld root. Any of the 
following defects shall be unacceptable: 
a. Cracks 
b. Porosity open to the surface 
c. Concavity 
6. KSC-SPEC-Z-0016, "Automatic Welding, Stainless Steel Pipe and Tubing, 
Invar 36 Pipe, Carbon Steel Pipe, Aluminum Pipe, Specification for" 
(revised to include items 1 through 5 above for tubing) will govern 
the application of the automatic tube welding process with implementa-
tion assuring good quality tube welds at reduced cost. 
25 
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Qualification and Certification 







QUALIFICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
. -_ .... - .-.. 
AUTOMATIC 8UTTWElD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SP(CIFICATIor~ (\liPS) 
_HUMBER 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUA~ITY 
SPECI FICATI ml NO. REVISION. OATE,_--:.7:..:!7.k./..:..;77~0:.:U.:..T ..;:O.:.,.F ..;:S:.:.:TA.:.;;-.::.:02::::8~ __ . ___ _ 
PURGE GAS 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG 
'----
HEAD GAS,_--..:.AR,;.;;G __ _ 0.0. .250 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 1.5+5 WALL .035 
PRE-PURGE TIt·1E 2 14IIl(MIil)(1) PRE-PURGE TIfo1E 15 SEC(r-1HI) ALLOY-..:.30;;.,;4....;L=--_~_ 
JtOST-PURGE TIl-IE 1 t4Ii1(MHl) POST-PURGE TH1E 1 'mHt1IN) FTG. P/i1 79KS0246-1 (1) Add 1 min (iii)ii)'fO'i="'each additional ft. of hne between the gas lnTet 
and the . oi nt to be ~Ie 1 ded. 
PROGRAtl,j·1ER SETTWGS 
WELD LEVEL I I~ELo LEVEL II ~lELD LEVEL II I HELD LEVEL 1 V PULSE LO!'l 
5 to 199 ~rr.ps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 025 I I 023 I I 021 I i 018 I 1.0.-1 ....;;.:,01=-.-0 ---J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL II I LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'fime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 007 I I 005 I I 005 I I OOg I I 4 g I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 01 II 01 I I gg I I 3.eQ 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS I X I HORIZONTAL Ix I VERTICAL 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN 1328 
n-o ELECTRODE CA\ (Sketch) A 80 0 ~~ B DIS 
t 
' '-5 
8 C 1.329 0 0 .030 
WELDERS NAME r~E'I :iTAMP~ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE €9 JUL' 1 n 197 
~ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE ~ 










QUALIFICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
AtJroW\TIC Burn'IELD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (~IPS) 
_NIIMII£R PACt:: 
HPP-LO-OOO1 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOII NO. REVISIOfl. DATE 
PURGE GAS 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
tNTERHAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .750 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .109 
= 
PRE-PURGE TIf.~E 2 rmI(MHl)(1) PRE-PURGE THlE 15 SEC(HHl) ALLOY 304 
------
POST-PURGE TU1El :mJ(MltI) POST-PURGE TIHE1 'HrJ(rHN) FTG. P/iJ 12-1S-YHY 
(1) Add 1 min (imiij"f'O'reach additional ft. of hne betl-Ieen the gas inlet 
and the joint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRAl-lt·1ER SETTWGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE w·/ 
5 to 199 ~mps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
J 074 I I 073 I I 073 I i 072 I 11..-.-_042----..J 
'. LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL 'IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Yime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
:1 018 J 1.....-' ~017, ] C' 016 I I 017 I I 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 





O HORIZONTAL 0 VERTICAL WELDERS N AME . ..:;;;;.::.:= . CCOJ~.:.J.. __ STAMP NNNN. MMr-t! 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN 1328 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTNICE 
-,.--~---













~ALIFICATION AND CERTIFICATION 
ORIGINAL Pl\GE is 
P~PPOR QUALITY 
AUTOMATIC l1UTT~IELD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WELD ICC & DO lPO 116 WPS tlo. 240~ 
..... N"MBCA I 
R[VI:>ION Lent-I • I PACE: 
MPP-LO-OOOl 1 J J J J I I I I I I J 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISIOtf. DATE 
PURGE GAS 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.50 





PRE-PURGE TIf~E 2 HlN(mH)(l) PRE-PURGE iIl4E 15 SEC(MHI) ALLOY 304 L 
POST-PURGE TUlE 1 :-1lij(MHI) POST -PURGE TU1E 1 ··lIrl(t1IN) FTG. Pia 74Q021-2.049 
(1) Add 1 min (imii}"fOi=""each additional ft. of ilne betl'/een the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be v/e1ded. 
PROGRAt·1t·1ER SETn NGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL II ~'ELD LEVEL I I I i~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lo\·1 
5 to 199 (Imps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 I . 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
lime 1-299 Sec 'fi me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I Ql~ I I Q!l5!. I I alLl I I 9 9 I ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to' 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I Q 1 I I I Q I I l 60 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELOERS NAME%dz 
~ ~ ~:~, 
IZ1 HORIZONTAL [ZJ VERTICAL 'i' g :;.5TAMP l,.a· J -RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE @51tfU 
~ACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TE"SILE TEST ACCEPTANCE @)'~J?" 
1262 HEAD SIN REPORT NUMBER /VI rg .. a Iz. :3 - Z1 
'\0 ELECTRODE APPROVALS: (Sketch) MfG. 0/821 ~dl! J.,., ; DATE s· J,. • ,7 c A A 80 0 l·~ B .015 • Q.E. 0 4 ~ L. nATE .:f"-4-}} 




,.' . , ' .' .. ~. " .. "".' ~ . -~ " ,',. 
DATA SHEET 
1/411 Increasing Amps 
AUtoMATIC OUTTloIELD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SP£CIFtCATIO~ (WPS) 
WPS No. 
; MPPHUMB£II I RF.V'$ION LETTl.IC I PAGE 
MPP-lO-OOO1 J L 1 II J I I 1 J I I 114 of 14 
: SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Same1e #38 +5% 
; X-Ray Results: Accept PURGE GAS 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.250 
:FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.035 
--
. PRE-PURGE TIl4E 2 14trl(MliI)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 'SEC(HIII) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 :mH~IW) POST-PURGE TUIE 1 '-IHj(11IN)' FTG. P/il (1) Add 1 min (iii::ii"}'f'Oreach additional ft. or I1ne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
... and the joint to be ~le1~ed • 
PROGRANNER SETTWGS 
WELD LEVEL I l~ELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOt'l 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 026 I I 024 I I 022 I I 019 I I 010 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL II I LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec ·t'ime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
:1 007 I I 005 i I OQ2 I I CQ2 I I ~.o I 
ROTATION 
, .• 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1..to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0·1 I I 0.1 I I 0.9 I I 3 fiO I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
; WELDERS NAME STMIP 
.r:::J HORIZONT~L I -/1 VERTICAL --
RADIOGR.l.PH ACCEPTANCE ;. 
r~ACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 





A 080 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ B .015 
I Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
: """-5 ! 
I: 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE .. ,0 D .030 QUAl ITY CONTROL DATE ; STAl1P VISUAL ACCEPT I j 
30 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Increasing Amps 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF PQOR QUALITY 
flUTOf-lATlC OUTHIELD , 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFlCATlON (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
...,.NUMUA I AF,VISION Lt:TT[H -r rAGE 
MPP-LO-0001 I I I 1 1 I I I ,I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION 1m. REVISJOIl. DATE TPS A/A· 328-001 Sample 139 + 10% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept I 
I BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
i INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS : ARG 0.0. .250 
I "--
--
I FLOW CFH 5;'2 FLOI~ CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
---
! PRE-PURGE TUlE 2 14Ir1(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(l1Hl) ALLOY 
i i 
: POST-PURGE m·lE 1 MHI(l1IN) POST-PURGE TH1E 1 HIrl(MIN) FTG. PIN 
i (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be welded. 
I PROGRAMl1ER SEnrr:GS 
: WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III 11ELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 limps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' limps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
, I " I I I I I 020 I I 1 I 028 025 023 010 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.'3 Sec .1 
I 007 I I I I I .j. I I "1 005 005 QQ2 ~IQ I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0·1 I I Q.2 " I J.~Q ] 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP_ 
.0 HORIZONTAL W VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPT~~CE 





.A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ , S' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
,I ee C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DI\TE 
• 030 







DATA SHEET 1/4" Increasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC BUTnlELO WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (~/PS) 
WPS No : ....... NU ... SEII I REVISION LtTn.U 
'rACE MPP~LO~OOOl I r I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 SPECIFICATION NO. REVISIOn. DATE TPS AlA 328~001 SamQle !40 +15% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept BACK~UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
\ INTERlIAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG Q.O. .250 
: flOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .035 = --
PRE-PURGE TII·lE 2 11I11(MIiI)(1) PRE-PURGE iIl.1E 15 SEC(NHI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE· TIt·lE 1 :1IN(MIil) POST -PURGE Tzr.lE 1 'UN(r1IN) FTG . . P/il . (1) Add 1 min (iii\iiT"f'Or"'each additional ft. of hne betl-Ieen the gas 1n let • and the joint to be \·Ielded. 
PRQGRAM1·1ER SETTINGS WELD LEVEL I !~ELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL I I I to/ELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lml 5 to 199 Am;Js 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !i to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 029 I I 027 I I 025 I I 021 I , 010 I LEVEL I l.EVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec 'fime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I ggZ I I QQ5 I I 005 I I oos I I 4 a I ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I o J I I a 1 I I o g I I d.liQ I QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STANP o HORIZQNT~L ~ VERTICAL 
-RADIOGR~PH ACCEPTANCE MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT NUMBER 
f 0 ELECTRODE C·A\ . (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80 0 MFG. D/821 DATE j~ 
B .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE '-5 
,1 8 C 1.329 ENGR.O/830 UI\TE ... 0 D .030 QUI\LITY CONTROL DI\TE STAHP 









1/4" Increasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC I.lUm~ELD 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (~IPS) 
~s tlo 
l " .. VISION ,,(TTlI' PAGE 
I I I I I \ I I \ \ I \ \14 of 14 MPP-tO-OOOl 
SPEC 1 FI CA TI 011 NO ~ REV I S 1011. DATE __ TP_S_A..:./_A_3_2_8-..;.0...;Ol .... ·_S;..;:a;;..:mp:;...;1..:;.e..::'..;.4~1 -..:+1:..:.5.:.;;.%--=2...;a:.;;;m~ps;... 
i ./ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERIIAL GAS. __ AR_G __ HEAD GAS __ AR_G __ _ 0.0. __ •2_50 ____ _ 
FLOW CFH 5+2· 
= -
FLOW CFH. __ '...:!i+=-5_. __ WALL .035 
PRE-PURGE THlE 2 I1Ir1(MIiI)(l) PRE-PURGE .11.1E 15 SEC(lUN) ALLOY 
------
POST-PURGE THlE 1 t-HN(MUI) POST-PURGE nl·1E 1 '·lItl(lHN)· FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (iii:;ri')f'Oreach additional ft. of llne betl'Jeen the g:-::a::-s~l~nl"'e'r't-­
and the joint to be ~Je1ded. 
PROGRAMt·1ER SETTInGS 
WELD LEVEL I ' WELD LEVEL I I ~IELD LEVEL III i'IELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lot-I 
5 to 199 {l.rr.ps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !i to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Arr,;;-s 
, I 027 I I 025 I I 023 I i 019 I I 010 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec rime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 007 I I 005 I I QQ~ ·1 I OQ~ I I !l.O I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 0.9 I I 3 60 I 
'QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAME _____ --"STAMP __ 
i D HORIZONTAL [2J VERTICAL 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN 1328 
ELECTRODE 
(Sketch) 
A 80 0 
RADIOGRlJ'H ACCEPTANCE ______ _ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUI1BER ________ _ 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821 _____ --"DATE __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE __ _ 
ENGR.D/830 OATE __ _ 





Ii ______ ....,.!!"I, __ ... ,_t __________ .............. , .... Ii!P· .... ',.,_. _, ___________ ._;._-~ .. --'--"~-.... - •. ~-'- ... "...-. .. ----.-.-.... --.--"T 
r:c-:;:::=p '" 1.1 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Increasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC BUTn/ElO 




I AEVISION L.t:TTEH P~OE 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 ~_ of 14, 
.; 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TSP A/A 328-001 Sample #72 T5% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG __ _ HEAD GAS. ARG 
'-----
0.0. .250 
flOW CFH -...:5;.;"2i::.-.. __ _ FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
PRE-PURGE TIl-lE 2 11W(MIN)(1) PR~-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(l1lN) ALLOY _____ _ 
"OST-PURGE TUlE 1 ~lHl{MIN) POST-PURGE TmE 1 MHI(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne bet\~een the g-a-s -l-n '--e-t--
and the joint to be w£·~.~e~rl_. ________________ --I 
PROGRAMI~ER SETTINGS .' 
.-----WELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III 14ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I '1 I I I I I I I 1 026 024 022 019 010 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEV£L IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Ti~~ 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec .1 to 9.~ Sec 
.1 007 1 I 005 I I 005 I ·1· 009 I I 4.0 "1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec .--..;.;R;.;.PM.:..-.-_...., 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 0.9 " I 3.60 I 
~'9UALIFICATION POSITIONS 
:0 HORIZONT~L 1.;/ VERTICAL WELDERS NAl4E, ______ ...:STAMP_ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN 1328 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUI·lBER ________ _ 
12\0 ELECTRODE (~ketch ) ,A 80° I~ S· .015 
t 
.......... 5 1.329 8 C '0 0 .030 
APPROVALS: 
'MFG.0/821 _____ .-..:0ATE __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE __ _ 
I 
ENGR.D/830 DATE __ _ 
QUN-lTY CONTROL .....".."=,.....-..-:DATE __ _ 
STAl4P 
VISUAL ACCEPT 
'GAM .'1·$,' REV. 5·73 
34 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Decreasing Amps ORIGINAL PAGE IS OF POOR QUALITY 
AUTOMATIC nUTT\·IELO 
WELDING PROCEDURE SP(CIFICATION (WPS) 
MPP-LO-OOOl WPS No 
MI'I'NIIMIE" I nF.YllIION LETT~M 'IPACE; MPP-LO-OOOl I I I I I I I I 1 1 -r 1 -I 14 of 14 
-. TPS A/A 328-001 Sample #17 -5% SPECIFICATIOtl flO. REVISJOr~. DATE 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: OK 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.250 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOI~ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.035 
= ---
PRE-PURGE TIlE 2 IUN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 1~ SEC(lml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl-lE1 MHI(l1IN) POST-PURGE TUIE 1 MHI(MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ Jlne between the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRAM11ER SETTH:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III I~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Pmps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I I I I I I I ·1 1 024 022 020 017 010 , j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.~ Sec 
I 1 I I I 1 ·1- I I "1 007 005 005 009 4.0 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec . 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 0.9 'j I 3.60 I 
" 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAl4E STAMP __ 
. i D HORIZONT~L [ZJ VERT! CAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE I 
'MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN REPORT NUI·lBER 
{60 ELECTRODE APPROVALS: (Sketch) , ,A 80° ·MfG. 0/821 DATE B' .015 Q;E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 
. t 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 0 .030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAI'lP VISUAL ACCEPT 











~-=-II$:;.'=:1I:~ _____ '-'''4_1fOl .• 1 ______ 11 __ 1 MUIOIOII ...... ·.'.IIIIIIA ••• U.· •••• 1_1M ____ .... UIl ........ '''' ......... ;bi ... ' _._. ___ ._w_.,. .. ......-...~_,<r""~_~ __ . __ ~~~ ___ .-......-.' --~-,,~-
DATA SHEET 
1/411 Decreasing Amps 
~UTOMATIC DUTTWElO 
WELDIIIG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
, HPP-LO-QOOI WPS tlo 
.... HUM.EII I IIF.VISION LETTEH I PAGE 
MPP-lO-OOOl 1 J 1 l I I I I I I I 1 1 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOtI flO. REVISJor~. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sampl e 118 -10% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
JNTERNAl GAS· ARG HEAD GAS . ARG 0.0. 0.250 
--




PRE-PURGE TIl1E 2 r4IN(NIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(I1IN) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TII1E1 MIN(HIN) FTG. PIN POST-PURGE TIl·lE 1 mN(r1IN) 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ lme betl~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be 11eldeq. 
PROGRAMrl,ER SETIINGS 
.-
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III '.~ELO LEVEL I V PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
.[ ., I I I I I I I 1 022 021 019 016 010 J 
.. LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time '-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
J 007 J I 005 I I I '1· I I "1 005 009 4:Q I ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I QI2 '1 I J.fiC I 
Q!JALIFlCATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAl4E STAMP 
. r:=:J HORIZON~AL [ZJ VERTICAL -
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN REPORT NUI·lBER 
f 0 ELECTRODE F\ . (~ketch) APPROVALS: ·A 080 0 . MFG. 0/821 DATE s· .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
I r~Y C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE ~. FTC,. D .030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAl1P 
I VISUAL ACCEPT 








.. '"" .. _-- ----
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
DF: PPOR QUALITY 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Decreasing Amps 
'_.'~ _4 _. 
AUTOI-IATIC OUTTUELD 
WELDltiG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
MPP-LO-OOOI WPS No 
_"\lMI'" I AIWISION L(iTTE R T pAGE MPP-LO-OOO1 I I I I 1 I I I I I ' I I 114 of 14 
.; 
SPECIFICATIOtl NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sampl e ,19 -15% 
PUnGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.250 
--
flOW CFH 5+2 FL0\4 CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
= 
--
PRE-PURGE TIlolE' 2 14U1(HIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(I1It1) ALLOY 
'OST-PLIRGE TINE 1 ~ml(11IN) POST-PURGE TIr'lE 1 MIrl(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
ar,d the joint to be \·Ielded. 
-,...,.... PROGRAMl4ER snrrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I '1 I } I I I I I 1 021 020 018 015 010 j 
LEVEL i LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV ~HlISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I l I I I I I· I I -1 007 005 Oll~ Oll2 ilia I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I ll,l I I [J,9 'I I 3 fiO I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAI4E STAMP_ o HORIZONT~L o VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TE~SILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
1328 HEAD SIN 
.. 





'MFG. 0/821 DATE I~ . S' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-e, 
1.329 




















, ~.r""L.i _------, "'I'2t-----""" .... 8.... 4 010' ., ..... ________ .IIIIIU ..... _', __ ............. I1_..... ,..... 1114 ............. , .... _--.. k.. X --, _.II!lJII_·._ilil¥.,.¥"'---... --"""."""'""'~~~~· 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Decreasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC BUTTHELD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFlCATIOrt (~IPS) 
MPP-LO-OOO1 WPS rio 
_HUMBER I RCVISION LI:TTt.1< rpAGE ,--
MPP-LO-0001 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
S'ECIFICATI01i NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Samele t20 -20~ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Rej. Lop 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
JNTERlML GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.250 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
-
--
PRE-PURGE TUIE 2 HIN(MIil)(l) PRE-PURGE TINE 15 SEC{HIN) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl·IE 1 :HN(MHI) POST-PURGE TIc·1E 1 "lItI(I1IN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (iii::i1T"fQreach additional ft. of hne bet\'le~n the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be \·Ielded. 
PROGRAMf·1ER SETTWGS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II ~IELD LEVEL I I I i-/ELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 /I.mps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !i to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
.1 020 I I 013 I I 017 I I 014 I I 010 I 
" LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Yime '-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I 007 I I QQ5 I I aos I I 0051 I I a c I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
, 
; .1 ,to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to g.g Sec RPM 
. ' I I I I I I I I Oil a J C 9 3.fjQ 
. 
~QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
iWELDERS NAME STAMP o HORIZONTAL o VERTICAL --
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE ! , 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
\ REPORT NU1-lBER 1~~8 
r 0 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: CA\ A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE 'l~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 




1/411 Decreasi ng Amps 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF ppOR QUALITY. 
AUTOMATIC DUTnlELD 
WELDIrlG PROCEDURE SPECIFlCATION (WPS) 
, MPP-LO-OOOI WPS rio 
"",,"HUMIIER I REVISION LCTTt. .. IPACE 
'''PP-LO-OO01 I I I 1 1 I 1 I j I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISIOU. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample #21 - 25% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Rej. LOP 
BACK-UP HEAD TUllE DATA 
INTEPJIAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.250 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
= 
--
PRE-PURGE TII·IE 2 r~IN(MIiI}(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TH1E 1 MIN(MIrl) POST-PURGE TlfolE 1 '-ml(r~IN) FTG. P/;l 
(1) Add 1 min (iii)ri")"f'iireach additiona1 ft. of I1ne betl'leen the gas 1n let 
. and the joint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRAt·lf·lER SETTINGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL I I ~IELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 .Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !i to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 019 I I 017 I I 015 I I 013 I I 010 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Yime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.~ Sec 
I .007 l I 005 ] I OQ5 I I CQ2 I I ~.IJ I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1.to 9.9 Sec.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0·1 I I Qil I I 0.2 I [ 3 fill I 
, 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP_ 
. 0 HORlZONT~L [21 VERTICAL 
RADIOGR~H ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTMICE 
1328 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUr·U3ER 
!A~O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 080 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ 8 .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 .~
t 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 OATE 0 D .030 QUIiL lTV CONTROL DATE STAHP REJECT LOP 
39 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Decreasing Amps 
AUTOfo1ATlC nUTTUElD 
WELDUIG pnOCEDURE SP[ClFICATlON (WPS) 
'IiIPP-LO-OOOl WPS tlo 
, .. ",_eEA I' AF.VISION,-ETT£R fpACE: 
MPP-lO-0001 I I I I I I 1 ! 1 I I 1 114 of 14 
" SPECIFICATION riO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Samele 1122 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS.~ ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.250 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 flOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.Q35 
-
---' 
PRE-PURGE THlE 2 rmj(HIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(IHtI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TH~El MUI(MIN) POST-PURGE TmE 1 MHI(MIN) FTG. PIN 
ll) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne beb/een the gas ln let 
and the joint to be ~/elded. 
PROGRAMr~ER SEnrrmS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL I II I~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I i C;] I I I I I 1 021 017 015 010 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL IIr LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec T5me 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I l I I I I 'I· I I "1 OQ7 QQ~ DDS !lOg !1 IJ I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM [ Q.1 I l o J I I o 9 " I 360 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 




MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
, REPORT NUI·lBER 
!)\O ELECTRODE (~ketch ) APPROVALS: ,A 80° 'MFG. 0/821 DATE j~ , B' 015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
1 e B C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE o FTG. D 030 QUflLITY CONTROL DATE 
STAHP 
VISUAL ACCEPT 
FORM 191',$., AEV.I,13 
40 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Increasing RPM 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OE PPOR QUALITY 
AUTOfolATlC BUTTl~ELD 
WELOlllG PROCEDURE Sll(C 1 FlCATlON (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
""" "IIMUII 
I R£ ... 1510H ""TI:II 1 PAOI 
MPP-LO-OOQ1 I J I I I I I I I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOII 110. REVISIOtl. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Saml!l~ t713 +5~ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTErulAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 ---
flOW CFH t 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
= ---
PRE-PURGE TIl1E 2 rml(~IIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(HIN) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 MHl(MIN) POST-PURGE TIt·IE1 Mltl(MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. O~ 11ne between the gas lnlet 
and the joi n t to be ~/e 1 ded. 
PROGRAMNER SETIH:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 "Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I I I I I I I I 1 025 023 " 021 018 010 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVF:l III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec 
, to 9.9 Sec .1 
I 007 ) I I I I I· I I 'l 005 OOS CD9 ~ Q I ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I Q·l I I 0.1 I I C 51 ~'I I a,iZ8 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAHE STAMP_ o HORIZONTAL [ZJ VERTICAL RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
1328 HEAD SIN REPORT Nur·IBER 
1 A"\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: .A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ " B .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE 
'-5 
f 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/B30 DATE 0 o '.030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAI~P VISUAL ACCEPT 




DATA SHEET 1/4" Increasing RPM 
----'''-_. AUTOI·IATI C BUTTHEl 0 WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No ~'P"UMB£R I f":VISION LCTTLI< I "ACE . I~PP-LO-OOOl I 1 I I I I I I I I I I 1140f14 SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample (179 +10% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERIIAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.250 
flOW CFH 5+2 FLOl~ CHi 15+5 WALL .035 - --PRE-PURGE TUIE 2 rml(~lIil)(l) PRE-PURGE TIHE 15 SEC(l-1H1) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE THIE 1 :lIN(MIrI) POST-PURGE TIME1 ~IN(MIN) FTG. P/il (1) Add 1 min (F.i1ii")""Toreach additional ft. of hne between the gas lnlet . . and the joint to be \·Ielded • 
PROGRAI~t'lER SETTINGS WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL I I ~IELD LEVEL I I I i~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO!:I 5 to 199 .amDS 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps. 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 025 I I 023 I I 021 I I 018 I I 010 I LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec rime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec ! 007 I I 005 I I 005 I I 009 I I 4.0 I ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED .1 .to 9.9 Sec. 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I 0.1 I I 0.1 J I 0.9 I 1-: ~.96 I QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STANP ~ HORIZONTAL [1] VE RTI CAL 
-RADIOGR;PH ACCEPTANCE MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTNICE 1328 . HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUMBER 
L\O 
ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: 






1/4" Increasing RPM 
AUTOHJl.TlC OUTTUELO 
WELDING (1IIOCEUUICE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS "0 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
MPP-LO-0001 
I RF.VISION LETTER I PAGE 
I I It 1 1 TT 11 -r 1 114 of 14 




X-Ray Results: Accept 
HEAD TUBE DATA 
HEAD GAS ARG 
'---....,.--
0.0, .250 
FLOW CFH _5_!',;;..2 __ _ FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL.,_,_03_5 ____ _ 
PRE-PURGE TII-IE ·2 I4IN(mN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(rml) ALLOY_--'-___ _ 
POST-PURGE TINE 1 MIN(!~IN) POST-PURGE THlE 1 MHI(MIN) FTG. piN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ llnebet\~een the g=a""'s"""l""'nl"""e'r"t--
and the joint to be ~/e1ded. 
PROGRAMr'.ER SETTrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL I II \'lELD LEVEL I V PULSE Wil 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 025 . I I 023 I I 021 I I 018 I I 010 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV mllSH SLOPE 
T1~ 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 007 1 I 005 I I 005 II· 009 J I 4.0 "1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I· 0.9 " I 4·14 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAHE ~ HORIZONT~L [;ZJ VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 




,A 80° MFG. 0/821 j~ , B' .015 Q,E. 0/814 
'-e l' 8 C 1.329 ENGR.0/830 0 0 .030 QUALITY CONTROL STAI'lP VISUAL ACCEPT 
" 
_____ ~DATE. __ _ 
, ______ DATE. __ _ 
. ______ OI\TE. __ _ 
~ .. ~--DATE. __ -




1/4" Increasing RPM 
AUTor·IATIC DIJTTI/ELO 
WELDING PHOCEUUlt( SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
·M",NUM8'" I Rf.VISION L~TTER I PAGE MPP-LO-OOOl I J til 1 I I I I I I 114 of 14 
.< 
~PECIFICATIOrt 110. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #81 +20% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept . 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
. 
INTERNAl: GAS. ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
--", 
flOW CFH 5+2 FLOl~ CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
= 
---
PR£-PUR~E Tlr-IE 2 r4H1(MIN)(l} PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(HItI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 MHl(HIN) POST-PURGE TINE 1 MIrI(r-HN)' FTG. PIN 
.(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMr4ER SEnn:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II ~IELD LEVEL III I~ELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lml 
,5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
'I ., I 023J I I I I I 1 025 021 018 010 J 
, 
LEVEL I LEVEL II L(VEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec , to 9.~ Sec .1 
II 007 1 I I I I '1· I I "1 005 OQ§ QQ2 ~.Q 1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I Q.~ '1 I !1.J2 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP_ .~ HORIZONT~L G2J VE RTI CAl. 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 





.A 80° MF.G. 0/821 DATE ,~ . B' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 186 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE o FTG. D .030 QUru..ITY CONTROL DATE 
VISUAL ACCEPT STAI.,., 
FORM 3!l1I'S,' IIEV.5·73 
44 
DATA SHEET 
1/411 Increasi ng RPM 
ORIGINAl: PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
AUTOf·1J\TIC IlUTTHELO 
WELOUIG PltOCEOURE SPECIFlCATIOt' (wPS) 
WPS tlo. 
- l I PAGE MPPNUMBEIl Rr.IIISION I.tTT~" 
II,PP- LO-OOO 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISIOrl. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Samele '82 +20% Reeeat 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
--
PRE-PURGE TII·IE 2 f4H1(MIiI)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TII·IE 1 :mHMIII) POST-PURGE TIMEl ~IN(MIN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (imii}f'D'reach additional ft. of·hne between the gas wlet 
and the joint to be \·/elded. 
PROGRA~11·1ER SETTInGS 
'WELD LEVEL I I~ELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LO~'I 
5 to 199 {Imps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps fi to 199 Amps 5to 199 Amps 
I 025 I I 023 I I 021 I I 018 1 I 010 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'fime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 007 I I 005 I I CC5 I I 009 I I !1 C I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I Qal I I 0.1 I I C 9 I I 4 32 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~lP_ D HORIZONT~L [2] VERTICAL 
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTMICE 





A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE ~~ 8 .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
"'""-5 







1/4" Increasing RPM 
"UTO~1ATJC DUTTI-IELD WELDING PHOCEUURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS flo I REVISION LETTEH 
-rpAGE MPP-LO-OOOl I I I 1 I I I I I I T I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 183 +25% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
HEAD BACK-UP TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG. __ _ HEAD GAS ARG ___ O.D •. _,;.;::.2~50~ ___ _ 
FLOW CFH _5 ... :. 2,;..-. __ _ FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
PRE-PURGE 'TIlolE 2 11H1(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(r1W) • ALLOY 
------POST-PURGE TU~ 1 ~lIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TII·IE 1 rmI(MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne between the g-a-s-l-n..-le .... t--
. and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMr~ER SEnrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL I I I t4ELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199·Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 025 . I I 023 1 I 021 I I 018 I I 010 1 i j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL IV 'FINISH SLOPE 
.Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.~ Sec I 007 1 I 005 I I g05 II· 009 I I 4 0 '1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 0.1 I I 0.] I I 0.9 ., I 4 50 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
~ HORIZONT~L ~ VERTICAL 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN 1328 




WELDERS NAME. _____ ---:STAMP __ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUl·lBER ________ _ 
APPROVALS: 
. MFG. D/821 ______ ._DATE. __ _ 
Q.E. D/314 __ .. _. ___ DATE. __ _ 
ENGR.D/830, __ -,.. .  ____ ....;DATE. __ _ 
QUN..ITY CONTROL _-== __ DATE 
-ST/\/-tP ---~'-I 
VISUAL ACCEPT J 
." 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Increasing RPM 
ORIGINAL: PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
. ~- .- - . 
AUTOMATIC IlUTTHELD 
WELDlf4G POOCEDURE SPECIFlCATION (WPS) 
\IPS tlo 
~P"NUMBER I Ufo. VISION LI:TlI.It TPACE 
MPP-LO-OOOl r 1 11 r -, I 1 1 r 1 1 1 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISIOH. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #84 +30~ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD , TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.250 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
= 
--
PRE-PURGE TIl4E 2 r1H1(MIiI)(l) PRE-PURGE TIr4E 15 SE~(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 MIN(MHI) POST-PURGE TIMEl ~IN(MIN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (iiii~each additional ft. of hne between the gas lnlet 
and the joi nt to be ~/e 1 ded. 
PROGRAr'lt,IER SETIWGS· 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III i·JELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 /Imps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 025 I I 023 I I 021 I I 018 I I 010 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'fime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 007 I I OQ5 I I DDS I I COg I I Q, C I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I C 9 I I 4 SS I 
Q~ALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP_ o HORIZONTAL [2fVERTICAL 
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT Nur1BER 
'\0 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: C A A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE I~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
I ~:l5 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 lJATE o FT6, 0 .030 QUAlITY CONTROL DATE STAHP 





1/4" Increasing RPM 
AUTOMATIC BUTTI-IELo 
WELDING PROCEOURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No 
_HU"'"~R I ftEVl510N LcrH.$c I "ACE 
MPP-LO-0001 I I- 1 1 'll r T 1 1 1 -T 114 of 14 
. 
SPECIFICATIml NO. REVISION. DATE rps A/A 328-001 Sample IS5 +25% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.250 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
= 
PRE-PURGE TUIE 2 rllN(MIil}( 1) PRE-PURGE TIr~E 15 SEC(HW) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TH-IE 1 ~~IN(MHI) POST -PURGE TmE 1 'UN (HIN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (iTi1ii')'""To'reach additional ft. of llne bebleen the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRAM1·IER SETTInGS 
WELD LEVEL I 14ELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III i-IELD LEVEL I V PULSE LO':l 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !i to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 025 I I 023 I I 021 I I 018 I I 010 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec '(ime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 007 I I 005 I I OO~ I I QQ~ I I ~.Q I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I !li~ I I 4.50 I 
QUALIFICATION POSII~~ , WELDERS NAME STAMP ~ HORIZONT~L VERTICAL --
RADIOGRlJ'H ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTNICE 
1328 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUr4BER 
!A\O 
ELECTRODE . I 
(Sketch) APPROVALS: 
A 80 0 MFG. D/821 DATE ~~ B .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE 
: '--5 
t 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 UATE 0 0 .030 QUALITY CONTROL ~ DATE STAHP VISUAL ACCEPT 
48 
DATA SHEET 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF. POOR QUALITY 
1/4" Decreasing RPM 
AUT0l1l\T1C nUTTHELO 
WELDIrlG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (~JPS) 
WPS tlo 
M .. NUMBER I RCVISION LCTTLl< I PAGE 
MPP-LO-OOOI I I I I IT T 1 TI 1 I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 S,1mple 1173 -5% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
FLOW CFH 5+2 
= 
--
FLOl~ CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
PRE-PURGE TII·IE 2 11IIl(MIil)(l) PRE-PURGE TIl4E 15 SEC(NHI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl·IE 1 :lIN(MIlI) POST-PURGE TUlE 1 '-1Irl(11IN} FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (iifiiiTf'i)"reach additional ft. of hne bebleen the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRANt·1ER SETTr i'lGS 
WELD LEVEL I I~ELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III i·IELD LEVEL 1 V PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !'i to 199 Am;Js 5 to 199 Amps 
I 025 I I 023 I I 021 ] ~18 I I 010 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec "i'ime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 007 I I 005 I I 005 I I OQ~ I I ~.e I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
.1 0.1 I I Q.l I I e.9 I I 3 ~2 I 
9UALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP_ o HORIZONTAL !::11 VERTI CAl. 
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
1328 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUI,IBER 
12\0 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 080 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE I~~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 
t 8 C 1.329 ENGR.0/830 llATE 0 0 .030 QUi\l. ITY CONTROL DI\TE STAHP VISUAL ACCEPT 
49 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Decreasing RPM 
AUTOMflTlC DUTTl-/ElD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIfICATION (WPS) 
WPS rio 
_NU"'SER ., REVISION LtTTt-H I PAGE II,PP-lO-OOOl I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATlO1I NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 674 - 10% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
-FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .035 = 
- -
PRE-PURGE TINE 2 f.1IN(Mlil)(l) PRE-PURGE TH·IE 15 SEC(HHI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl·IE 1 :lIN(MHI) POST-PURGE TIME 1 ~IN(MIN) FTG. P/N (1) Add 1 min (iir;iij""1'Oi="'"each additional ft. of llne between the gas lnlet and the joint to be \·/e1ded. 
PROGRAI·li·1ER SETm:GS 
WELD LEVEL I '.-IELD LEVEL I I ~/ElD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lml 5 to 199 Arr.ps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 Am;>s 5 to 199 Amps I I I I I I r I I I 025 023 021 I 018 010 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec rime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 I 007 I I 005 I I 005 I I 009 I I 4.0 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SP::ED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
·1 0.1 I I 0·1 I I QI~ I I J.Z~ I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAHP __ o HORIZONT~L o VERTICAL 
RAOIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
~ACHINE E-200T4 S/N 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPT~~CE 1328 HEAD S/N 
REPORT NUr·1BER 
'1 A\O ELECTRODE _ (Sketch) APPROVALS: C~ A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE J B .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE 





1/4" Decreasin~ RPM 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF PPOR QUALITY 
AUTmlATlC DUTTUI::LO 
WELDING PltOCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
MI'PNUMOEA l 11F.IIISION LE'{TEH I F'ACE 
MPP-LO-OOQl t t t t I I I t I t I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A328-001 Sam(!le 175-'6% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
--




PR[-PURGE TIr-1E 2 r4IN(NIN) (l) PRE-PURGE TIMF.15 SEC(MHI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TWE 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIf.1E 1 MHI(MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ l1ne between the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRAMr4ER SETTWGS 
WELD LEVEL I 14ELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III I~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to '99 Amps 
I " I I I I I I I 1 025 023 021 018 010 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec • I 
I ) I I I I I· I I "1 007 OO~ CCS DD9 4 C I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec. 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I e,l I I o 51 'I I 3 eli I 
QUALIFICATIO:-l POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAHE STAMP_ ~ HORliONT~L c;zj VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN REPORT NUr·1BER 
I 
lA~O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: ,A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ , S' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-B 1.329 f 8 C ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 0 .030 QUflLITY CONTROL DATE STN1P VISUAL REJECT L.O.P. 
cnnu ..... c .• R~\I "'.':1 
51 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Decreasing RPM 
Aifior·\J\TIC nufi\~E{ D" . . ... 
WELDING PI(OCEUURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS Ho 
M'" NU"'8ER I REVISION LETTEH II'AGE MPP-LO-OOOl , I I I I I I I I 1- 1 1 114 of 14 
'. SPECIFICATION NO. REVISJON. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Samele #76 -20% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOl~ CFH 15+5 WALL .035 
= '--
PRE-PURGE TIr-lE 2 !4IN(mN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TUlE 1 t-lIN(r1IN) POST-PURGE TH1E 1 r1Hl(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ llne bet\~een the gas lillet 
and the joi nt to be ~Ie 1 ded. 
PROGRAMr!'ER SEnrr:GS 
.-
~JELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LmJ 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I ., I I I I I 018 I I 1 025 023 021 010 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Ti~p. 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec • I 
( 1 f I I I I· I I "1 QQ7 QQ5 OOS OOg Q, a I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 ,to 9.9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM [ O,l I I O,l I I a 9 'j I 2 a8 I 
~--
QUALIFICATION POSI[;z~ WELDERS NAr~E STAMP_ D HORIZONT~L . VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 




·A 80° 'MFG. 0/821 DATE ~.~ S' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
"-5 
f" 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 0 .030 QUJ\LITY CONTROL .DATE , STAl1P VISUAL REJECT LOP 
f'OftM .1I·S·1 REV, 1>·73 
52 
DATA SHEET 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTer·IfITI c tlUTT\/ELO 
WELDIIIG PftOCEDURE SP(ClflCATIOrt (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
M'" NV ... BER I nfVISION L~TTE" I.·AGE 
MPP-LO-OOOJ r f -r I I I 1 1 T 1 r T J J 4 of 14 
SPECIFICATION flO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 SamEle 193 +5% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
. 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
--
flOW CFH 5+2 FLo\~ CFH 16 WALL .035 
= ---
PRE-PURGE TIl4E 2 rmH~lIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TUiE 1 mN(HIN) POST-PURGE TH-IE 1 f.1IN(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min {min} for each additional ft. o~ hne bet\~een the gaS lnlet 




WELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL I I ~IELD LEVEL II I HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Pmps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I i I I I I I I I 1 025 . I 023 021 018 010 j , 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec ·.1 
I l I I I I I· I I "1 007 002 OO~ aag ~,e I 
ROTATION 
. PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0·1 I I 0.1 I I e.g J I 3 a: I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDEP.5 NAr-!E STAMP o HORIZONT~L C1l VERTICAL --
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT NUI·lBER 
!A\O ELECTRODE APPROVALS: (Sketch) .A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
"""---5 
f: 8 c 1.329 ENGR.O/830 DATE 0 0 .030 QUN..ITY CONTROL DATE STAI1P VISUAL ACCEPT 




1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC BUTHIELD 
WELDltIG PHOCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
MPPHVMIIER I RF.VISION "'ETTEn I PAGE 
MPP-LO-OOOl I I II r· r ·1 I' 1 I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIon 1m. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample *94 +10~ . 
PURGE GAS. X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. ~250 
--




PRE-PURGE T1I1£ 2 r1I11(HIN) (l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(HItI) ALLOY _____ _ 
POST-PURGE TIr-lE 1 t-HN(r1HI) POST-PURGE TIf.1E 1 MHI(MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min {min} for each additional ft. o' hne bet\~een the g-a-s-l-nl~e""'t--
.- and the joint to be \~elded. 
PROGRAMrl,ER SETIrt:GS 
'-WELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL II I HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LmJ 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' Amps 5 to 199 /Vnps 5 to 199 Amps 
I '11 I I I I I I 1 025 023 021 018 . 010 J 
. LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL I V FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.~ Sec 
[ , 007 l C' 005 I I 005 J I· 009 ] 1-1 .:to.lL-4. 0 ----IT 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I :.9 '1 I 3 60 
QUALIFICATION POSITION5 
~ HORIZONT~L c;z1 VERTICAL 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN 1328 
ELECTRODE 
(Sketch) 160. J . B' .015 
I~e c 
o V O_~ 1.329 
FOAM 39'G·S·1 REV. 5·73 
WELDERS NAr~E. _______ STAMP __ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCH rANCE __________ ......... _ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT Nur·lBER _________ _ 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821 _____ ~DATE. __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE __ --.; 
ENGR. D/830 OATE. __ _ 





1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Of: POOR QUALITY 
I\U101,IATI C GUmlElO 
~IELDUIG I'HOCEDUHE SI'ECIFlCATIOtl (WPS) . 
WPS tlo 
"'PI'Nu",aER I ntlllsloN LCTTLI' f"ACE 
'''PP-LO-OOOI r I I I I I 1 1 1 I 1 1 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample #95 +20r, 
X-Ray Results: Accept 
PURGE GAS 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERlIAl GAS 
ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
FLml CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 
18 WALL .035 
= 
--
PRE-PURGE THIE 2 11Hl(MIiI) (1) PRE-PURGE TII·IE 15 SEC(i-1Hl) ALLOY , 
POST-PURGE TIMEI MIN(MI") POST-PURGE TIMEI ~IN(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (iir:ii)'f'O""reach additi'onal ft. of hne betl'leen the gas 1n lei: 
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAf.li·1ER SEnT ;IG5 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LW 
5 to 199 ~.mps 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps !i to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 025 I I 023 I I 021 ] I 018 I I 010 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL I I LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec "lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 007 I I 005 I I 005 I I 009 I I 4.0 \ 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 SeC .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 0.9 I I 3.60 I 
QUAL! FI CAT! Oi~ pas IT! ONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~lP D HORIZONTAL o VERTICAL --
RADIOG~~PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE I328 
HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUHBER 
! A'" 0 ELECTRODE APPROVALS: (Sketch) A 80° l~ MFG. 0/821 DATE B .015 
8 e 
Q.£. 0/814 DATE 
t 1.329 C ENGR.D/830 UtlTE 






1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTO~IJ\TIC (1UTlllf:1.0 
WELDING I'HOCEDUHE Sl'lCIFICATIotl (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
MPI>NUMB£R I nl~VISION LETTEn T pAGE 
MPP-LO-OOOl I I T I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOrl HO. REVISIOII. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sam!;! 1 e #96 +301. 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
. BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERHAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.250 
-
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLQ\oI CFH 20 WALL .035 
---
PRE-PURGE THIE 2 HIrI(NIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEc(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE THiE 1 ~ml(I1IN) POST-PURGE TH1E 1 mrI(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (m;n) for each additional ft. o' hne betl-Ieen the gas 1n let 
and the joi n t to be I'le 1 ded. 
P.ROGRAMrI,ER SETrrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I ~IELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOl>l 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I I I I I I I I 1 025 023 021 018 010 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec • I 
I 1 I I I I I· I I '1 007 OO~ 005 aag 4 Q I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0·1 I I 0.1 I I a 9 , I I 3 60 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITI01IS 
WELDERS NAl,lE STAMP r:=:J HORIZONT~L c;zj VERTICAL --
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTk~CE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT NU1'lBER 
12\0 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: ·A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE I~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-B 
t 8 C 1. 329 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 0 .030 QUi\L ITY CONTROL DAT£ STAl<1P VISUAL ACCEPT 
FO~M J!l16·S·1 REV.5·73 
56 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" IncreJsing Shielding Gas ORIGINAL PAGE IS OF POOR QUALITY 
Al/IOHATIC nUl f\IELD 
WELDUlG I'I<OCEDU[(E SI'(C 1Ft CATlOrl (~IPS) 
WPS rIo 
MFP NUMOER I RCVISION LCTTt.,Jt !PACE 
. 
I"PP-LO-OOOI I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIml rlO. PH I S rofl. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 SalOp 1 e #97 +40% 
PURGE GAS X-R'BY Results: Reject L.O.F. 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERHAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0. D. ,250 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOl~ CFH . - 21 WALL .035 
= 
--
PRE-PURGE TU1E 2 f,illl(m:t)(1) PRE-PURGE TIf.1EI5 SEC(mrl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TH~E 1 tHN(r·HU) POST-PURGE TIl·1E 1 'm1(11IN) FiG. P/ii 
(1) Add 1 min (iir;~each additional ft. of hne betl'leen the gas 111 lee 
and the joint to be \·Ielded. 
PROGRA~li'lER SETTI ilGS 
ilELD LEVEL I ~~ELD LEVEL I I ~lELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL 1 V PULSE LO~'I 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps :; to 199 Jlm;Js 5 to 199 Amps 
I 025 I I 023 I I 021 I I 018 '1 I 010 I 
LE'VEL I LEVEL II L~VEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec rime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 007 I I 005 I I QQ5 I I Q02 I I 4.0 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .l to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I . 0.9 I I 3.120 I 
QUALI FI CATION POS I Tl ONS 
WELDERS NAME STANP D HORIZONTAL [ZJ VE RTI CAL --
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTA~CE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT NUf.'SER 
160 ELECTRDDE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE ~ B .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE 
'-6 
t 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAI·1P VISUAL ACCEPT 
57 
DATA SHECT 
1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTO~Il\TIC nUT1\JELD 
WELDING (lHOCEUU({[ S\'LC I n CATION (WPS) 
WPS No 
M~HUMIlEA I f1r:VI~IC.lr. L€TTt!n I"AG" MPP-LO-OOOl I T 1 r 1 ., I I I I 1 1 l14 of \4 
SPEcr FI CATION flO. REVISJON. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #98 +50% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject L.O.F .. 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
-
-
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOH CFH 22 WALL .035 
---
PRE-PURGE THIE 2 HHI(HIN)(ll PRE-PURGE TIl1E 15 SEC(l1H1) ALLOY 
. 
POST-P!:lRGE TmE 1 t-1Hl(11IN) POST-PURGE TIME1 MltI(MIN) FTG. PIN 
'. (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft; o~ llne bet\~een the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be ~Ielded. I 
PROGRAMf'aER SEITrr:GS. 
.,-
WELD LEVEL I ~'iELD LEVEL I I ~iELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lmi 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I I I I I /. I I 1 I 025 I 023 021 018 010 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Se:; .j 
::.[---®LJ I I I I '1· I I '1 QQ5 QQ5 002 :1.0 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I O.l I I o 1 I I a 9 ., I 3 60 ,.,] 
QUALI fI CAT! ON POS ITI ONS WELDERS NAf.lE STAMP __ D -HORIZONTft.L [;z) VERT! CAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPT~~CE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 




·A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ . B' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
. '-5 
f 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE :0 0 .030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE .. STN1P VISUAL ACCEPT 
FOAM 3916·$·, REV. 5.73 
58 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
'ORIG'NAl PAGE'S 
'0' POOR QUALlTV 
AUTOMATIC BUITWELD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No . 
MPPNUMBER I REVISION i.i:TTER I PACE 
MPP-LO-OOOl I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328~OOl Sample ,99 +60% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject L.O.F 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 24 WALL .035 
- -
-
PRE-PURGE TIl4E 2 MIN(MINi (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(lUN) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIHE 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (mi n) for each addi ti ona 1 ft. o' 11 ne bet\~een the gas 1 n let 
and the joint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS 
.-WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL I II WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LQ\o/ 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I I I I I I I I I I ] 025 023 021 018 010 
LEVEL I LEVEL II ' LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.'3 Se::: 
I 007 I I QQ~ I I CC5 I I· 0051 I I 4 0 -] 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 ,to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I C.l I I o 1 I I C 9 " 1 3 6C I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAME STAMP D HORIZONT~L o VERTICAL -
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE > 
HEAD SIN 1328 REPORT NUt"SER 
fLO .. ELECTRODE (~ketch) APPROVALS: ~ 80 0 'MFG. 0/821 DATE B' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-B 
t 8 C 1.329 ENGR.O/830 DATE 0 D .030 QUAL lTY CONTROL DATE S'l'AJ)1P VISUAL ACCEPT 
FORM 301«1,5,' REV. '1-73 
59 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
flUTOI·lflTIC OUl WELD 
WELDING I' HOClUU/(E ~I'[C 1 F I CArrOll (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
M""'UMBEII I RF.1I15101'< Lt:T r~n I rACE MPP-LO-OOO1 I I I I I I I ! I I I 1 114 of 14 , 
TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #86 -5% SPECIFICATIOII 110. REVISION. DATE 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
--FLOW CFH 5+2 FL0l4 CFH 14* WALL .035 
- -. 
---
PRE-PURGE TIlolE 2 rml(mN)(1) PRE-PURGE :TIME 15 SEC(HW) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TI!·lE 1 r'lIN(r~IN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIII(MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ 11ne betlteen the gas lnlet and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMII,ER SETTH:GS 
.-WELD LEVEL I !~ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL I r I 14ELO LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 5, to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I I I I I I I I I 1 025 023 021 018 010 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec • I I 007 l I 005 I I I I· I I "1 005 009 4.0 I 
ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 0.9 ., I 3.60 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAHE STAMP o HORIZONT~L G'VERTICAL --
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN 
- REPORT NUr·U3ER 
!A\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: .A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE ~~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE ; '-5 
1.329 f: 8 C ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAl1P *DECREASING SHIELD GAS : 




1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
.OF. POOR QUALITY 
AUTOMATIC IJUTniELO 
WELDING I'HOCEDU(E SPECIFlCATlOt{ (WPS) 
WPS rio. 
MPI'NUMBER I REVISION LETTEII I" AGE 
MPP-lO-0001 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 'I 1 1 I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIDrI HO. REVISIorl. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 1187 -10% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS, ARG 
-'------
HEAD GAS_.,~A~RG ___ _ 0.0. .250 
Ftow CFH _5JC!-2~ __ _ FLOl{ CFH_--=-_l~_' _ WALL .035 
PRE-PURGE TIlolE 2 14IlI(NIN}(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(l-lIN) ALLOY 
------
POST-PURGE TI!·iE 1 :ml(llIN) POST-PURGE TI!o1E 1 mN(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne betl~een the g::-::a""'s""l=-nlr.:eT'E--
and the joi n t to be \'/e 1 ded, , 
PROGRAMI"ER SETTWGS 
WELD LEVEL I \·/ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III \~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOYl 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
[ 025 . I I 023 I I 021 I I 018 I I 010 ] 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III , LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time ':·299 Sec Time i-299 Sec ,1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 007 liDOS I I 005 I I· 009 J I 4.0 "1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .--..;.;R;,..;PM.:.-_-. 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I C::9 '1 I 3,60 I 
QUALIFICATION POS7Jj WELDERS NAl4E o HORIZONT~L VERTICAL RADIOGRAPH ACCEPT~~CE _____ ---"STAMP __ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT NUI,1BER 
1/\0 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: e'L ·A 80° MFG. 0/821 
J , B' .015 Q.E. 0/814 
""'-5 
f 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 0 0 .030 QUN.. ITY CONTROL STAl1P VISUAL ACCEPT 
_____ ---=DATE __ _ 
______ D.ATE __ _ 
______ .DATE __ _ 
-,.-,,=,-~:DATE __ _ 
FOAM 3ll16,$·, REV.5.73 ' 
61 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOlo\J\TIC BUTTHELD 
WELOIflG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo' 
MPI'NUMOER I REVISION L(TH." JpACE 
HPP-LO-OOOl I I I I I I I I. I T T T 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample *88 -25% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .. 250 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FlOl~ CFH 15+5 11 WALL .035 
= --
PRE-PURGE TI!·lE 2 rmI(MIiI)(1) PRE-PURGE TIJ4E 15 SEC(NW) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TU1E 1 r1IN{MHl) POST-PURGE TIME1 ~IN{MINl FTG. P/il 
'(1) Add 1 min (ii?ii}'fO'reach additional ft. of hne betl'leen the gas 1nlet 
and the joint to be Ne1.ded. 
PROGRA~lr'lER SETTI ,':6S 
WELD LEVEL I t~ELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lml 
~ to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !i to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 025 I I 023 I I 021 I I 018 I I 010 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Ti'me 1-299 Sec "(;me 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 007 I I 005 I I 005 I I DOg I I 4 0 I I 
ROTATION 
PUlSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I Ol~ I I 0.1 I I !l 9 I I 3 -so I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STANP __ r:=:J HORIZONT~L ~VERTICAL 
RADIOGR,\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
1328 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUI4BER 
f 
lA\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
. '-5 
1 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 0 .030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAl1P REJECT LOW CONCAVITY 
62 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
ORIGINAL PAGE is 
DE PPOR QUALITY 
I\UTOMATI C BUTHIELD 
WELDING I'ltOCEOURE SPEC1FICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
~""NUM8ER I Rf.VI$ION LETTER l~"AGE MPP-LO-OOOl I I I II I 1 1 1 1 -I 1 \14 of 14 
-, 
SPECIFICATIOtl UO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Samp 1 e 189 -30% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
JNTERNAL GAS_ ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOt{ CFH '9 WALL .035 
= 
---
PRE-PURGE TIl-IE 2 r1IN(NIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME15 SEC(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 mN(r~IN) POST-PURGE TH-IE 1 MIrI(MIN) FTG. P/r~ 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne betl~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRA~1f'lER SETTrt:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III \~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I I I I I I I I 1 025 023 021 018 010 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III .LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec , to 9.~ Sec .1 
I 1 I I I I l- I I "1 007 005 OQ5 009 4.0 ! 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I Q.l I I Q.l I I Q,2 ' I I J.§Q I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDEPS NAr1E STAMP __ o HORIZONTAL GZ1 VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 S/N 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD S/N 1328 REPORT NUr-mER 1\0 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: C A ·A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE J'~ . B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
"-e 
f 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 0 .030 QUALITY CONTROL ____ DATE STAl1P VISUAL ACCEPT 
FOAM ;111.·$·, REV. 5·73 
63 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC BUTnlELO 
WELOItlG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No 
MPPNUMBER I RF.VISION LETTEI< I PACE 
MPP-LO-OOO1 I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 114 of 14 
" TPS A/A 328-001 SPECIFICATIorl 1m. REVISION. DATE Sample #90 -40% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: REJECT L.O.P 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .250 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLm~ CFH 8 WALL .035 
= ---
PRE-PURGE TIr-IE 2 HIN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(HW) ALLOY 
POST -PURGE TI!·iE 1 HHI (HIN) POST-PURGE THlEl MHI(MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ 11ne bet\~een the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMr4ER SETIIr:GS 
--WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III I~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
'j , ] I I I I I I I 1 025 023 021 018 010 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec . to 9.9 Sec .1 
I l I I I I 'I· I I "1 007 OQS QQ5 QQ~ ~,C I ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
: .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I Oil I [ e,l I ( C,~ ., I 3 tiO I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAHE STAMP 
, 0 HORIZON~AL G21' VERTICAL -
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 REPORT Nur·lBER 
12\0 
ELECTRODE APPROVALS: (Sketch) 
.A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE j~ , B' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 




1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
ORIGINAl PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALlTV 
AUTOMATIc" BUrn/ElO' 
WElOIllG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS rio 
M .. NUM8£R I REVISION LETTEI( i PAG£ 
MPP-lO-OOOl , I , , , J I ! I I I I 114 of 14 I 
SPECIFICATION rIO. REVISION. OATE~S A/A 328-001 Saml!le '91 -601-
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS .• ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.250 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FlO:~ CFH 6.5 WALL .035 
= ---
PRE-PURGE TII-1£ 2 IHII(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(tml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TU1E 1 HHI(MIN) POST-PURGE TINE 1 MIrl(MIN) FiG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne between the gas lnJet 
and the joint to be ~,elded. 
PROGRAMt4ER SEnrr:GS 
.-
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 'I I I I I I I I 1 025 023 021 018 010 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Tillie 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I l I 005 ] I I 'I· I I "1 eez oos COg Il. C I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I C 1 I I a 1 I I- e 9 '1 I J SO l 
QUAlIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAI~E STAMP_ o HORIZONT~L [21' VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MAL~INE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT NUI·1BER 
12\0 ELECTRODE APPROVALS: (Sketch) ,J!, 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ . S' .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE 
'-5 
f 8 C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 0 .030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE s"TAi'lP REJECT LOW CONCAVITY 
fORM ""65·' REV, 5·73 
65 
DATA SHEET 
1/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC OUTTHElD 
WELDING PHOCEDUHE SI'ECIFl~ATlON (WPS) 
WPS rio 
""'NUMBER I n~VlsrON t..ETTEJI i"ACE MPP-lO-OOOl r T 11 I I II I r r I , 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 192 -70% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
. . . 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG • HEAD GAS ARG O.D. .250 
-
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOI~ CFH 5 WALL .035 
- - ---
PRE-PURGE TIr-IE 2 r4W(NIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TII'IE 1 MHI (MI N) POST-PURGE TII.IE 1 m.N(MIN) FTG. PIN (l) Add 1 min (min) for each additi~nal ft. o~ line bet\~een the gas lnlet and the joint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRAMrl,ER SETTrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I t~ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III t~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LmJ 5to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Pmps 5 to 199 Amps I ' -, I I [ I I I I 1 025 023 021 018 010 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEl. IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 I 1 I I I I I· I I '1 OQ7 QQ~ QQ~ QQ2 4.Q I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 -to 9.9 Sec. 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I Q.l I I g.l I [ Q,2 'I I JI~Q I 
QUALIFICATION POSyVli WELDERS NAHE STAMP_ ~ HORIZONT~L VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT Nor·lBER 
!A\O ELECTRDDE (Sketch) APPROVALS: ,A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ . B' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
1 e B C 1.329 ENGR.D/830 O/ITE o FT6. 0 .030 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAl'1P 
REJECT 




3/4" Increasi ng Amps 
ORIGINAL' PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITV 
I\UTO~\J\TI C [lUrHlELD 
WELDING PJ(OCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS 4'10 
_NUMBER I RF.VI$'ON L~TTE" I PAGE 
MPP-LO-ODOl I I I I T -, r 1 1 1 1 T 1 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Same 1 e #34 +5% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG HEAP GAS ARG li. D. 0.750 
--
flOW CFH 5+2 
= 
FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
---
PRE-PURGE TII-I£ 2 r~IN(Mm}(1) PRE-PURGE TIME15 SEC(I1Ir1) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl·1E 1 ~ml(MIN) POST-PURGE rUlE 1 14W(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft_ o' hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~/e1ded. 
PROGRAMr4ER SETTrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
( J I I I 1 I I I 1 078 077 077 076 042 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I l I I I I I· I I '1 018 Q1Z QUi QIZ ~.~ 1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
[~ I Q,l I I 3.e 'j I loCC I 
QUALIFICATION POSITlorlS 
WELDERS NA14E STAMP_ ~ HORIZONTAL ~VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 





,A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE ~~ . s· .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 
f 8 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DI\TE 0 0 .020 QUN...ITY CONTROL DATE STAHP REJ. CONCAVITY & EXCEPTS aROP THRU 
FORM ., •. $., REV.5.13 
67 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Increasing Amps 
AUTOMl\TlC DUTTHELD 
WElOIrlG Pf(OcrDtmE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
,--, WPS No 
-~PPNU"'BEA I REVISION LCTHH r rACE 
11PP-LO-OOO 1 r I -I -r f1 f r T r T 1 1 14 of 14 
,SPECIFICATlml NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328':001 Sample 135 +10'; 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
IHTEPJIAL GAS ARG -HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
fLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
-
-
PRE-PURGE TUlE 2 r,IIN(MIil)(l) PRE-PURGE TIHE 15 SEC(r-lHI) ALLOY 
POST;-PURGE TUlE 1 MIN(MHl) POST-PURGE TmE 1 "lH1(r1IN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min rm::~each additional ft. of hne betl'leen the gas lnie1; 
and·the joint to be \·/elded. 
PROGRAr4i·1ER SETn ;IGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL I I ~IELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL' I V PULSE LO:'I 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 081~ I 080 I I 080 I I 079 I [ 042 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'fime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 018 I I QlZ I I III Ii I I OlZ I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM [ 0., I I 0.1 I I 3.6 I I l DD I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~lP_ o HORI~ONT~L GJ VERTICAL 
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 





A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE .~~ B .010 Q.E. D/814 DATE 
'-5 
:t 8 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 OATE 0 D .020 QUAL ITY CONTROL DATE STAHP REJ. CONCAVITY & EXCESS DROP TRHU .. i 
68 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Increasing Amps 
ORIGINAl: PAGE \S 
'OF POOR QUALITY 
AUTO~IAT1C BUTTHEio 
WELDlIIG PI\OCEOURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
_HU .... IIER I n"VISION U:TU:1t TI'Ml( 
MPP-lO-OOOl I I -} I I I I I I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOtl NO. REVISIOU. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 SamQle #36 -4 AmQs 
Below +10% Level 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Resluts: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS~RG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0 .• 750 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLO\~ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.105 
... 
---
PRE-P.URG·E TIf-IE 2 14H1(HIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(mtl} ALLOY . 
POST-PURGE TmE 1 MHI(r~IN) POST-PURGE TH·1E 1 r-1HI(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' line bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be \·/e1ded. 
PROGRAMf·1ER SEnrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL 1 I WELD LEVEL IIi \4ELD LEVEL'! V PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I " I 1 I I I I I 1 077 076 076 075 042 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Ti_ 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.~ Sec .1 
I I. I I I I I· 
. I I '1 Qla IllZ CHi alZ 9 g I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9:9 Sec RPM 
I C 2 I I a l I I J ~ ., I ~ go I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NN·!E STAMP o HORIZONT~l 0' VERTI CAL -
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT Nur·1BER 
1 \0 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: C A ·A 80 0 .MFG. 0/821 DATE I~ . B .0lD Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'"'--5 
f 8 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .020 QUN.,ITY CONTROL DATE STN·1P REJ. SLIGHT CONCAVITY 




3/4" Increasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC BUTTHELD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) , 
WPS' rIo 
M~"U"'BER I Rf,VISION LETTEII I PAGE 
MPP-LO-Ooql I I I I I I I ! -r -1 1 1 1 14 of 14 
SP£CIFICATlorl NO. REVISION. DATE m; AlA 328-001 S~mQ1g ~JZ -2 8WP5 
Below +10% Lev.e1 
. PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEM GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOH CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 .. 
---
PRE-PURGE TII4£ 2 14IN(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TINE 1 MHI(rml) POST -PURGE THlE 1 r4IN (MIN) FTG. PIN 
, (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. 0, hne bet\~een the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRAMr~ER SETTH:GS 
'-WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III \~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Ai'"", 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 075 'I I 074 1 I I I I I 1 074 073 042 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
T1_ 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I j I I I I I, I I "1 Q~~ OlZ Ole QlZ g g I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 ,to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I D 2 I I a l I I J fi 'I I ~ 00 I 
QUALIFICATION ?OSIi\lli WELDEPS NAME STAMP o HORIZONTAL VERTICAL -
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 . TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT NUr'1BER 
16 0 . ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: ,A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE S' .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
. '-5 
f 8 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAl1P ACCEPT 
enn .. """,~,' RfV fI,73 
70 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Decreasing Amps 
ORIGINAl PAGE as 
OF P.oOR QUALITY 
AUTO MATI C BUTTI-IELD 
WELDIflG P.ROCEOURE SPECIFtCATlOtl (~IPS) 
WPS tlo 
MWNU ... 8E .. I REV
ISION Lt TTt. It I PAGE 
I~PP-LO-OOOl I t I I I I I I I I I I 114 of 14 
SPEClFICATlOU NO. REVISIOri. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 110 -5% 
PURGE GAS X
-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 
0.750 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 
0.109 
- -
PRE-PURGE nl1E 2 I1IN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(l-IItl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 MIN(MHI) POST-PURGE THlE 1 '1IN(r1IN) FTG. P/ii 
(1) Add 1 min ~ii)"fOr"'"each additional ft. of hoe betl-Ieen the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be I'le1ded. 
PROGRAMi·1ER SETTI.'IGS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL 1 V PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 070 I I 069 I I 069 I I 068 I· I 042 I 
LEVEL 1 LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec rime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-2.99 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I Q1a I I OlZ I I 016 I I. OlZ I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I o 1 I I 3 Ii I I 1 00 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAME STAHP o HOR!ZONT~L G2f' VERTl CAL -RADIOGR.\PH ACCEPTAt'iCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTMICE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
. REPORT NUt-'tBER 
L\O 
ELECTRODE 
" (Sketch) APPROVALS: 
A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE !~ B .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 





3/4" Decreasi ng- Amps 
NlTOHATYC . DUTT~jELb 
WELOmG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (~IPS) 
WPS tlo 
M'" """,0£ R I REVISION I..CTTl.IC I "AGE MPP-LO-OOOl I I J I I I I I II T T 114 of 14 
SPECI FI CAT! 011 NO. REV ISIOt!. DATE_--'-TP....:S;....A...:./.:..;A....:3;;.:o2.::..B-..::.O.;;.;01::.-..;S=a=mpt:..:l.;::.e--"#~1=-1 _-.=..:1 O~%~ __ _ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept ; 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
'INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .109 
--
PRE-PURGE m·lE 2 HIN(MIil)(l) PRE-PURGE THIE15 SEC(HHI) ALLOY 
,POST-PURGE TIf.1E 1 ~1IN(MIiI) POST-PURGE TIr1E 1 'lIN(HIN) FTG. P/il _~~,...".,.. __ 
(1) Add 1 min (iifiii}"'fO'r"each additional ft. of hne betl-/een the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be \~e1ded. 
PROGRA~1i'lER SETn NGS 
WELD LEVEL I \O/ELD LEVEL II ~JELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
[ 067 I I 066 I I 066 I I 065 I I 042 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Tillll 1-299 Sec '(i me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec ,1 to 9. '3 Sec 
I 018 I I 017 I I OJ 6 I I 017 I I Q g I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 0.2 I I 0 1 I I 1 6 I I loOO 
QUALIFICATION POSII~~ o HORIZONTAL VERTICAL WELDERS NAME ______ ...:STAMP_ 
RADIOGRlJ'H ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN 1328 
TENSILE TEST ACCE~TANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUMBER ________ _ 
12\0 . ELECTRODE (Sketch) A BO° I~ . B .010 
1 
"-5 
8 C 1.073 0 D .020 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821 _____ ----:DATE __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE __ _ 
ENGR.D/830 llATE ____ _ 






3/4" Decreasing Amps pR,IGINAL; PAGE IS DE POOR QUALITY 
AUTOHl\TIC BUTT\oIElD 
WELOmG PIWCEOURE SIIECIFlCATlON (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
MPPNUMBER I nF.VISION LiiTTE" I PAGE 
MPP-LO-OOQl I I I I 1 I 1 I '1 I I 1 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION !l0. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample IH2 -15% 
PURGE GAS 
X-Ray Results: Reject LOP 
SACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS, ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLm~ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
= --- -
PRE-PURGE TIr4E 2 14IN(HIH) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(I1H1), ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TINE 1 ~lIN(lml) POST-PURGE nl·1E 1 MHI(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne bet\~een the gas lnJet. 
and the joint to be vlelded. 
PROGRAMl4ER SEnrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I 14ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III \.JELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' Amps 5 to 199 Jlsnps 5 to 199 Amps 
I " I I I } I I I 1 063 062 062 061 042 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV' FUnSH SLOPE 
Tillie 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I 018 I I 017 I I 016 I I· I I '1 017 2:2 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I 3.6 'I [ 1.00 I 
Q~LIFICAnON POSITIDrIS 
WELDERS NAHE STAMP_ o HORIZONT~L GZf VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 




,A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ . S' .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 1.073 f 8 C ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAl1P VISUAL REJECT LOP 




3/4" Decreasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC BUTT\~ElD 
WELDlrfG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
MPP-lO-OOQ1 
I AF.YISION LETTER I PAGE 
I TT r I I r! 1 I l fl 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION flO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 113 -20% 
PURGE GAS 
X-Ray Results: Reject LOP 
BACK-UP 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG 
FLOW CFH _5 .... ; 2 _____ _ 
HEAD 
HEAD GAS ARG 
'-----
FLm~ CFH 15+5 
TUBE DATA 
0.0. 0.750 
WALL._O_._10_9 ____ ...... 
PRE-PURGE TIIo1E 2 HUI(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TINE 15 SEC(lml) AlLOY _____ _ 
POST-PURGE TINE 1 MHI(r~IN) 'POST-PURGE TIf.1E 1 MHI(MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne.between the g::::a~s"":'l~nl'-::e"r"t-­
and the joint to be \·/elded. 
PROGRAMr~ER SETIH:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL'III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 J\mps 5 to 199 Amps 
I ., I I I I I I I 1 059 058 058 058 042 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL II I LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time ]:-299 Sec Time i-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 018 J L--I _0_17--11 L--I _o16---11 -\. 017 I I 9.9 "1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 0.2 I I 0.1 'I 3.6 ., I 1.00 J 
QUAlIFICATION POSITIONS 
r:::J HORIZONT~L' c;zj VERTICAL WELDERS NAr-lE. _______ STAMP __ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE ______ _ 
~CHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN n2S 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUr·1BER ________ _ 
~. ELECTRODE (Sketch) ,A 80° B' .010 
f 
......... e, 1.073 8 C .020 0 0 
APPROVALS: 
·MFG. D/821 _____ ~OATE, __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 OATE. __ _ 
ENGR.0/830 OATE, __ _ 
QUI\l..ITY CONTROL --=--== __ DATE, __ _ 
STAi1P 
VISUAL REJECT LOP 
.n~~ "".A.!':., "IV. '.73 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Decreasing Amps 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF PPOR QUALITY 
AUTOMATIC nUTT~IELD 
WELDItIG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATlON (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
_NUMIJ&A r' I AF.VISIOrl ~ET
TEII 
.1 PACE 
MPP-LO-OOQl I I 1 I I I I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICA1'10fl NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA
 328-001 Sample #14 . 
PURGE GAS 
X-Ray Results: Reject LOP 
. 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
ARG 
INTERNAL GAS-=-- HEAD GAS 
ARG 0.0. 0.750 
--




PRE-PURGE nl-lE 2 HIN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(;ml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TUlE 1 ~lIN(r1IN} POST -PURGE TIf.1E 1 rm1(I1IN} FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne bet\~een the gas 1nlet 




WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 .umps Sto 199 Amps 
I 'I I I I I I } I 1 061 060 060 060 042 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FUlISH S"OPE 
lillie 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-2;: Sec 
, to 9. ':3 Sec • I 
f 018 j I 017 , I 016 I I· 01-:' I I 9.3 ] 
ROT.t.TIOiI 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HE;1!) SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec • 'I' to 9.9 Sec RPI-1 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I ~~ j 1.00 I 
QUALIFI CATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAl-~:: STAMP D HORIZONTP,L [2fVERTICAL - --
RADIOGRAPH ACC~PTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCSPTANCE 1329 
HEAD SIN REPORT NUr·lEER 
!)\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: , 80 0 ·A MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ , S' .0lD Q.E. 0/814 ·)ATE 185 1.073 c ENGR.::Jl830 DI\TE [) FTC,. 0 .020 QUIILlTY CONTROL OATE STAloIP 
VISUAL REJECT L~P 
ena ... ·."".c., 'u:v ".':"t 
75 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Decreasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC DUTn/ELD 
WELDING PROC£DURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS Ho 
MPI'HUMII&A I REVISION LETTER i PAGE 
MPP-LO-00Q1 I I I I I I I I I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOt/ NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AI A 328··001 Sample '15 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject LOP , 
BACK-UP HEAD TUSE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2· FL0l4 CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
= 
---
PRE-PURGE TIlolE 2 rHN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(r1Itl) ALLOY 
,POST-PURGE TINE 1 MHl(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) FTG. PIN 
"(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be \·Ielded. 
PROGRAMII,ER SETTWGS 
. WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II ~JELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 
"' 
I I I I I I I 1 063 068 062 062 042 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
i I 018 J I 017 I I I "I· I I "1 016 Q1Z :z,g I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
, I I I I I "I I I 0.2 0·1 Jig l 00 
"QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP_ 
r:::J HORIZONT~L g VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUI·lBER 
16 0. ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: -A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE S" .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'--e, 
t 8 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 ___ DATE 0 0 .020 QUN.ITY CONTROL DATE -STAl4P VISUAL REJECT LOP 
76 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Decreasing Amps 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY. 
AUTOMATic BUTniELO 
WELDING PROCEDUnE SI'ECIFlCATlON (WPS) 
WPS No 
I!I'" HUMIIER I RF.VISION ~ETTER -I PAGE 
MPP-lO-00Q1 r T T r 1 I. 1 ! 1 I 1 1 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION flO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Samele 116 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject lOP 
BACK-UP' HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
-
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 
-
-~ 
PRE-PURGE TIl4E 2 11HI(mN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME lS SEC(IHtl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TINE 1 l·lIN(l~IN). POST-PURGE TUlE 1 lml(l~IN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be l'/e1ded. 
PROGRAMr~ER SETm:GS 
WELD lEVEL I HELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I I I I I I I I 1 . 065 064 064 064 042 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I 018 ) I I I I I· I I 001 017 016 Q1Z 9.9 ! 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 , I 0.1 I I J,~ ., I 1 CO I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAHE STAMP r:::J HORIZONT~L ~VERTICAL --
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN REPORT NUI·mER 
!A\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: .A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE .L~ . s· .0lQ Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 
t 8 C 1. 073 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .020 QUJiLITY CONTROL DATE STA14P VISUAL ACCEPT 
ICnQU ... "IUI::.' at:v tIl.':1 
77 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Increasing RPM 
.-. 
AUTOMATIC CUTTHELO 
W£LDING PHOCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No. 
M""NUMIIEII I AF.VISION !.liTTER I PAGE MPP-LO-OOQl J I J 1 .1 J J J I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISIon. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #46 +5% 
PURGE GAS 
X-Ray Result~: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS' ARG HEAD CAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 . 
--
ROW CFH 5+2 FLOI~ CFH lSi'S WALL 0.109 
-
--
PRE-PURGE TUtE 2 I4IN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEc(lml) ALLOY 
-
POST-PURGE m·lE 1 :ml(r~IN) POST ·PURGE TINE 1 l-nrl (MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne betl~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~/elded. 
PROGRAMII.ER ·SETTWGS 
WELD LEVEL I I~ELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LmJ 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
. t 
'I I I I J I I I 1 074 073 073 072 042 j 
LEVEL I . LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I 018 J I 017 I I 016 I I· 017 I I 9.9 "1 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.. 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I o.J I 0.1 I I 3.6 'I. I 1. 05 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAHE STANP __ o HORIZONTAL [ZJ VERTI CAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN REPORT NUHBER 
,16 0 . 
ELECTRODE 
(~ketch) APPROVALS: 
,A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE 
B' .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
----5 1.073 
t 8 C ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .020 QUJiLITY CONTROL DATE . VISUAL ACCEPT STAI'!? 




3/4» Increasing RPM 
ORIGINAl PAGE IS 
:Of: pPOR QUALITY 
AUTOMATIC DUTTI,iELo-
WELDING PROCEDURE SI'[CIFlCATION (WPS) 
WPS No. 
..... HUMIIE .. 
MPP-LO-00q1 
I REVISION LETTER I rAGE • 
I J J 1 J I I I I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION riO. REVISJOII. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 1147 +10% ' 
PURGE GAS 
BACK-UP 
X-Ray, Results: Accept 
HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTE~NAL GAS~R,_G __ HEAD GAS MIG 
'-----
0.0. 0.750 
FLOW CFH ,..-.:5 .. !',;;..2 __ _ FLOl~ CFH 15+5 WALL, __ 0._1_09 ____ _ 
PRE-PURGE TII1E 2 11IN(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(rHll) ALLOY _____ _ 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 MIrl(HIN) POST-PURGE TII·IE 1 MHI(MIN) FTG •. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for ~ach additional ft. o' hne between the g=a'"'"s "':!'l=-nl~e'r"t-­
and the joint to be welded. 
~ ______ - __ ----------__ ~P~R~OG~R~AM~M~ER~SE~TI~I~~'G~S------~------------.----
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 074 I I 073 I I 073 I I 072 I I 042 ] 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL II I ' LEVEL 'IV FINISH SLOPE 
TiMe 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
&...., ...;..;Ol~8 --Jj I 017 I I 016 I.j. 017 I I 9.9'1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I 3.6 'j I 1.10 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
r:::J HORIZONT~L I~I VERTICAL WELDERS NAI1E _____ --:STAMP __ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE _________ _ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUI·1BER ________ ~ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN __ 13_2_8_ 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821 _______ ~DATE. __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE __ _ 
ENGR.D/830 OATE __ _ 
QUALITY CONTROL OATE. __ _ 
STAHP 
VISUAL ACCEPT 
t· 0 ELECTRODE . A (Sketch) 
C A \ ,A 80 0 J~' ,B .010 
l ~t; C 1.073 
o Q 0 __ ·°_2_0 





3/411 Increasing RPM 
AUTOWlTrC Bum/ELO 
WELDII.G PIlOCEDURE SPECIFICATIOrl (~IPS) 
WPS rio 
MPI' NUMBER 1 Rr:VISION LCTTLI. l"PAcf. 
I'tPP-LO-OOOl I I I I I I I I I I ! 1 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. R.EVISIOI~. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample #48 +151-
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTtRllAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 ... 
--
PRE-PURGE THlE 2 r1IN(HIil)(l) PRE-PURGE TIf.1E 15 SEC(l-lIN) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TU1E 1 :mHI4Ii1) POST-PURGE TIME1 ~IN(M!N) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (iifiii"')fO'reach additional ft. of hne betl'leen the gas In!et 
and the joint to be \·/elded. 
PROGRANt·1ER SEnrilGS 
WELD LEVEL I :~ELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO~'! 
S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 lImps 5 to 199 Amps 
G~~ I 073 I I 073 I i 072 I I 042 I , 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Tillll 1-299 Sec "irr.e 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 018 I I 017 ] I 01§ I I 01Z I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 \, I J.~ I I ] ]5 I I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAI4E STA~1P __ o HORIZONT~L o VERTICAL 
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 S/N 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD s/N 
REPORT NUHBER 
!A\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE I~ B .0lQ Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
"'-5 
1 8 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 lJATE ,0 0 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DIITE STAHP VISUAL ACCEPT 
80 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Increasing RPM 
ORIGINA[ PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
AUTONATIC DUTTUElD 




I RF,VISION Lt:TTEn I "ACE 
, , I , I I I I I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION flO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 1149 +20% 
PURGE GAS 
X-Ray Results: Accept 
HEAD BACK-UP TUBE DATA 
0.0._0_._75_0 ___ -INTERNAL GAS_. _A,R_G __ HEAD GAS ARG 
-----
FLOW CFH --=5_:'2~ __ _ FlOH CFH 15~'5 . WALL 0.109 
PRE:-PURGE TII-lE 2 rml(mN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SE~(Iml) ALLOY 
-------
POST-PURGE TINE 1 mN(HIN) POST-PURGE TUlE 1 t~IN(MIN) FTG. P/N 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' llne betl~een the g=as~ln="'l--e'%!"'t-­
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAr~r~ER SETTHlGS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II ~IELD LEVEL II I \~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO~I 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I I I I I I I I 1 074 073 073 072 042 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time ':'299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 018 j I 017 I I 016 I I· 017 I I 9.9 '-") 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I 3.6 '1 I 1.20 
QUALIFJCATION POSITIONS 
~ HORIZONT~L I~I VERTICAL WELDERS NAr·1E, _____ ~STAMP __ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE ______ _ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT Nur·IBER ________ _ 
MACHINE E-200T4 S/N 328 
1328 HEAD SIN ___ _ 
f -0 ELECTRODE A (Sketch) 
F-~:--~-::-o 
t e B :_~_~:_:3 
APPROVALS; 
MFG. D/821 _____ -..:DATE __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE __ _ 
ENGR.D/830 DI\TE __ _ 
QUN-ITY CONTROL DATE __ _ 
STAHP 
VISUAL ACCEPT 




3/4" Increasi ng RPM 
AIITO~IATICoutTHELD 
WELDING PROCEOUIE SPECIfiCATION (~JPS) 
WPS tlo 
_NU"'.ER I ReVISION LCTTt.I< t"ACE 
11PP~LO~0001 I I I I I I I I T r r T 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATI011 NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328~001 Sample #50 +25% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept , 
SACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
I"TfJVfAl. GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0 • .0. 0.750 
flOW CfH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
= 
--
PRE-PURGE TH·1E 2 14IN(Nlij) (1) PRE-PURGE TIHE 15 SEC(i-1Ir1) ALLOY 
~ 
POST -PURGE TIt-lE 1 :mHMIiI) POST-PURGE TIME1 ~IH(14IN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (imn) for each additional ft. or hoe betl'leen the gas lnlet 
, and the joint to be I'lelded. 
PROGRAI·lt·1ER SETTI,'IGS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II ~JELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL IV PULSE W'J 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Am?s 5 to 199 Amps 
• 
C74 I I I I I I ] I I 073 073 I 072 042 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL II I LEVEL IV' FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec "(ime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
J. 018 I I 017 I I 016 I I 017 ] I 9.9 I' 
. 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I J.§ I I 1.,5 I 
QUALIfICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NANE STM1P 
. 0 HORI ZONT.AL lZJ VE RTI CAL --
RADIOGR~PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTMICE 





A 80° MFG. D/821_~ DATE ~~ B .0lQ Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'8B C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 llATE 0 FTC,. 0 .020 QUAL lTY CO~ITROL DATE STAHP VISUAL ACC~PT 
82 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Increasing RPM 
:ORIGINAL PAGE ,S 
O~ POOR QUALITY 
I\UTOfo\l\TIC DUTTHELD 
WELDING PI~OC£OURE SP[CIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS Ho 
_HVMIIt'" I RF,VISIOl" I.IiTTEI< -rrAcE 
MPP-LO-OOOI I I I I II I 1 I I IT I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION !lO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328 M 001 Sample '51 +30% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
• -
FLOWCFH 5+2 FLOI~ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
-' ---
,-
PRE-PURGE THE 2 r4HI(NIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TI~lE 15 SEC(l1H1) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl-lE 1 mN(r~IN) POST-PURGE TINE 1 MlrI(11IN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne bet\~een the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRAMl~ER SETIrt:GS 
WELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III 11ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' Amps 5 to 199 ftmps 5 to 199 Amps 
I .. , I } I I I'on .-1 I 1 074 073 073 042 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec . to 9.9 Sec .1 
I J I I I l I· I 1 "1 018 017 Olg OlZ ~,~ I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1.to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I O.~ I I Q,l I I Jig ., I l.JC ] 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAl~E STAMP_ o HORIZONT~L 5tJ VERTI CAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN REPORT NUI·lBER 
!l\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: .A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ . S· .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
"""'-5 
t 8 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE: -0 D .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAI-IP VISUAL ACCEPT 





3/4" Increasing RPM 
AUTOHATIC BUTTHELO 
WELDING PROCEOlIt£ SPECIFICATION (~IPS) 
WPS tlo 
_HUMBER' I RF,VISION LIiTTEIC or PAGE 
. MPP-LO-OOQl 
> II I I I I I ! I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION flO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #52 +35% 
PURGE GAS 
BACK-UP 
X-Ray Results: Accept 
HEAD TUBE DATA 
IIfTERNAL GAS~R_G __ HEAD GAS ARG >----- O. D._O~.:.:.7~50:...-___ _ 
FLOW CFH _5_::.2'--__ _ FL0I4 CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
PRE-PURGE TI!£ 2 rml(MnI)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(I1IN) ALLOY 
------
POST-PURGE TIl'lE 1 MUI(MIN) POST-PURGE TH1E 1 MIN(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add i min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne bet\~een the g--a""s --1-n I"'-e..-t--
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMr~ER SETIHlGS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL II I I~ELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 074 'I I 073 I I 0731 I 072 I I 042 1 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV > FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec .1 to 9.~ Sec 
I 018 J I 017 I I 016 I I, 017 I I 9 9 '1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I [ 3 6 'j I J 35 
QUI\LlFICATION POSITIONS 
r=:=J HORIZONT~L ~ VERTICAL WELDERS NAf4E, _______ STAMP __ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE _____ ___ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUr,1BER _________ ._ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN __ 1_32_8 __ 
APPROVALS: 
'MFG. D/821 _____ ---.;OATE. __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 OATE, __ _ 
ENGR.0/830 OATE, __ _ 





,A 80 0 !~ . S' .0lD 
f 
'-e 1.073 8 C 0 0 .020 
e"nu 'tC\, .... , AfEV ~ • ..,., 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Increasing RPM 
flUTOH/\ TI C OUTTHEL 0 
WELDING PIiOCEOUR£ SPECIFICATION (WPS) . 
WPS "0 
"'PPNUMIIER r IIEYISION Lt:TTt:I< I rAGE 
MPP-lO-OOql I I I I I I I I I l J l 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOII rw. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample '53 +40% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
--
flOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
= ---
PRE-PURGE TII1E 2 r4IN(rlIN)( 1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TI!'lE 1 mN(11IN) POST-PURGE THolE 1 MHI(MIN) FrG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne be~\~een the gf,r. lnlet 
and the joi n t to be I'le 1 ded. 
PROGRAMl4ER SEnrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I I~ELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III 14ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199·Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I ·1 I I I 1 I I I 1 074 073 073 072 042 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL. II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec • I 
I 018 j I I I I I· I I "1 017 016 017 2.2 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I J.§ 'j , I 1.~C I' 
QUALIFICATION POSITIDNS WELDERS NAl~E STAMP __ r:=:J HORIZONT~L [2] VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN REPORT NUr·1BER 
!)\o ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: .A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ . S' .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 





3/4" Increasing RPM 
AUTOMATIC OUTTlIELD WELDING PROCEDURE Sl'lCIFlCATlON (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
'MWNUM8£R 
MPP-lO-ODQl I RF.VISION L£TT£" I PAGE I I I -J T r 1 ! II -r 11 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 154 +33% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
HEAD BACK-UP TUBE DATA 
JHTE'RNAL GAS~R,_G_---, HEAD GAS ARG 
'-----
0.0. 0.750 
FLOW CFH ---:5;.,!-;:;..2 __ _ FLOt~ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
PRE-PURGE T1IolE 2 14IN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(t1IN) ALLOY _____ _ 
POST-PURGE TUlE 1 ~lIN(I1IN) POST-PURGE TIHE 1 r1IN(MIN) FTG. PIN 
, .. (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' llne between the g=a-s-l--nl ..... eT"t--and the joint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRAMr~ER SETTH:GS ~--.--~--------.-------~~~~~~~~~------------------.----WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL I I 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 074 . I I 073 I 
WELD LEVEL III WELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 073 I I 072 I I 042 1 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL I V FIN I SH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time ;-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 018 j I 017 I I 016 I /. 017 I I 9,9 J 
ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .--..;.;R:..;.PM.:..-.._-. I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I 3.6 'I I 1.33 ] 
,QlIALIFICATION POSITIONS 
~ HORIZONT~L I vii VERTICAL WELDERS NAt-lE. ______ .....;STAMP __ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE _______ _ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN ___ 13_2_8_ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REP.ORT NUHBER ________ _ 
t 0 ELECTRODE . A (Sketch) CD, ,A 80° l , S' .010 ~ eO :_~_~~_:3 
APPROVALS: 
MFG.D/821 _____ ---:DATE, __ _ 
Q.E.D/814, _____ ---:DATE, ___ _ 
ENGR.D/830 DATE, __ _ 




ORiGINAL PAGE IS 
OF ppOR QUALITY 
3/4" Increasing RPM 
AUTOMATIC CUm'IELD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFlCAT~ON (WPS) 
. WPS No 
_HUMBER I Af.VISION u:nu. i PACE 
MPP-LO-OOOl I I 1 , I I I I I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATIml lip. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample *55 +29% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUllE DAT~ 
INTERNAL GAS, ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOl~ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
'"' ---
PRE-PURGE TIl1E 2 Iml{NIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEc.(I1H1) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TINE 1 t-HIl{l1IN) POST-PURGE TmE 1 Iml{MIN) Fl'G. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min {min} for each additional ft. o' llne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be \·Ielded. 
PROGRAMl1ER SETnr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL I I HElD LEVEL I II \~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 ,Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I I I I I I I I 1 074 073 073 072 042 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I 018 J I 017 I I 016 I '1· I I "1 017 2.~ I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I ~.§ " I 1.29 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAl4E STAMP_ 
r:==J HORIZONTAL I jj VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPT~~CE 





,A 80° MEG. 0/821 DATE J.L..j . S· .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
"-5 1.073 f 8 C ENGR.0/830 DATE 0 0 .020 QUAlITY CONTROL DATE STN1P ACCEPT 




3/4" Decreasing RPM 
AUTOMATIC BtJTn/Eio 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
\liPS No 
_NUMBER I Rf.VISION Lt:l"TEIl -T pAGE 
MPP-LO-OOql I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 I 
SPECIFICATION 110. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328~001 Samp 1 e 656 -5% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS' ARG HEAD GAS ARG: 0.0. 0.750 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOl~ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 ... 
---
PRE-PURGE THolE 2 14IN(MIN} (l) PRE-PURGE TIM~ 15 SEC(I1Hl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 MIN(HIN} POST -PURGE nl·1E 1 14 HI (MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. O~ 11ne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRAMI4ER SETTrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
-
I '1 I I I I I I I 1 074 073 073 072 042 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH .SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I 018 } I 017 I I 016 I I· I I "1 017 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
.. PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I 3.6 'j I Q:25 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERs NAME STAMP_ ~ HORIZONT~L [ZJ VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 REPORT NUI·mER 
12\0 ELECTRODE (~ketch) APPROVALS: ·A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE ~~ . ---S· .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
I e B C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE o FTC,. 0 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE 
• STAl1P 
REJ. LOW CONCAVITY 
88 
DATA SHEET 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Of PPOR QUALITY 
3/4" Decreasing RPM 
AUTOMl\TIC BUTTHELO 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (~IPS) 
WPS No 
~Nu",eEA I RI'VISION LETTEII I rACE 
MPP-LO-OOO1 1 I I III I T 1 1 1 r 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION flO. REVISJOIl. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 1157 -10% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject L.O.P. 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLo\~ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
= 
---
PR£-PURGE molE 2 r~IN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(HIN) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 ~mr(r1IN) POST -PURGE TIf.1E 1 11 IN (MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min' (min) for each additional ft. o' l1ne bet\~een the ,gas lnlet 
and the joint to be welded. 
~ PROGRAMrl,ER SETIH:GS ,-
WELD LEVEL I I~ELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I ' I I I I I I I I 1 074 073 073 072 042 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 018 J I 017 I I I I· I I "1 016 017 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I J.6 "I I 0.20 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAf1E STAMP __ o HORIZONT~L l2J VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUI·lBER 
IA'\O ELECTRODE (~ketch) APPROVALS: ·A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ , S' .0lD Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
<, 8 6 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE 





3/4" Decreasing RPM 
I\UTO~'" i~C ~~ Crt'/ELlf 
WElDIN(i PROCEUUIIE SP(CIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
M~NVM8ER 1 "I',VISION LIiTlEn ~r PAGE 
MPP-lO-O.oq1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOtI NO. REVISJOrl. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 158 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
-
f";..OW CFH 5+2 FLOt1 CPrI 15+5 WALL 0.109 _... 
---
PI!£-PURGE TII-1E' 2 14H1(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEc(rml) ALLOY 
POST-ftURGE TINE 1 MHI(MIN) POST -PURGE TH'lE 1 Iml(MIN) FTG. PIN 
. (1) Add 1 min (min) for ,each. additional ft. o' llne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~/elded. 
PROGRAMII,ER SETrrr:GS 
; WELD LEVEL I 14ELD LEVEL I I ~lELD LEVEL I I I '.4ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOVI 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Arr;os 5 to 199 jlJ'nps 5 to 199 Amps 
'L~ I I I '] I J I 1 073 073 072 042 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I 018 1 I 017 I I I 'I· I I l 016 017 9:2 I 
ROTATION I \ 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I 3.6 " I IMZ I 
QUALlfICATIO~ POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAI~E_, STAMP_ ~ HORIZONTAL (Z] VERTI CAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
-
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN 
REPO RT N ur·lE! E R 
!A\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: ·A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 __ DATE J~ , B .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
, '-5 
f 8 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .020 QUJ\l..ITY CONTROL DATE STAI'1P REJECT CONCAVITY 




3/4" Decreasing RPM 
ORIGINAL PAGE 1$ 
Of POOR QUALlT'£ 
- ~ . 
AUTOMATIC BUTnIELO 
WELDING PIIOCEDURE SI'ECIFICATlOII (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
MPP NVMBER I RCVIr,tON l.tTTt.1t TpACiE 
r~pp-LO-OOOl I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample *59 -1% 
. X-Ray Results: Accept PURGE. GAS 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FlOl~ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 
= 
-- -
PRE-PURGE TU1E 2 rnN(MIiI)(l) PRE-PURGE TmE 15 SEC(HHl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 :ml(MIrI) POST-PURGE TIME1 ~IN(MIN) FTG. P/U 
(1) Add 1 min {"riri~each additional ft. of hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~/e1ded. 
PROGRA~:t·:ER SETTI.'IGS 
WELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lm/ 
5 to 199 ,Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps fi to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 074 I I 073 I I 073 I I 072 I I 042 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL II I LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time '-299 Sec rime '-299 Sec Time '-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec ., to 9.9 Sec 
I 018 I I 017 I I 012 I I lllZ I I !I,!! I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I O.~ 1.1 Q.l I I 3.filJ I I Q 99 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~lP_ o HORIZONTAL 1-11 VERTICAL 
RADIOGR.\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 











3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC BUTTHELD 




-1 AF.V1510N LETTER I PAGE 
I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIDrI flO. REVISIOtl. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #111 !_.::.5%:-__ _ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNO\L GAS_' _AR_G __ HEAD GAS ARG 
'-----
0.0._0_._75_0 ___ _ 
FLOW CFH 5;'2 FLOl~ CFH 1_~ WALL, __ ·1_09 ____ _ 
PRE-PURGE TU1E~I(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(HW) ALLOY _____ _ 
'POST-PURGE TmE 1 mN(rlIN) POST-PURGE TUlE 1 fml{r~IN) FTG. PIN __ ..--__ 
: (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne betl'/een the gas wlet 
and the .ioint to be \'Ielded. 
PROGRAMfl,ER SETTIt:GS 
~-
WELD LEVEL I 'ilELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL I II \'JELD LEVEL I V PULS, " 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 074 I I 073 I I 073 I I 072 I I 042 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL II I LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1:'299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 SeG 
I 018 j I 017 I I 016 I I· 017 I 1.-1 __ 9::.:..i:..9-----l"J 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 0.21 I 0.1 I I 3.6 '1 I 1.00 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
~ HORIZONT~L ~ VERTICAL 
WELDERS NAf~E, ______ STAMP __ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE ______ _ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN 1328 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 




.A 80° J~ B .010 
. '-5 1.073 t 8 C b D .020 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821 ______ DATE, __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE. __ _ 
ENGR.D/830 DIiTE, __ _ 
QUALITY CONTROL DATE, __ _ 
STAl1P 
ACCEPT 
.nnM .... 'r;,~.1 REV. 5·7:3 
-.,.".. ... 
'ORIGINAl PAGE IS 
OF ppOR QUALITY 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC BUTn-IELO 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (~IPS) 
WPS flo 
MPPNUMOER I ReVISION LeTTlel< rACE 
MPP-LO-OOOI I I I 1 1 I I 1 I -1 I ! 114 of 14 
SPECr FI CATI ON NO. REVISION. DATE TPS ALA 328-001 Sam~le tll~ +lQ~ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Re~ults: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTEPJIAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. .750 
-
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOl~ CFH 17 WALL .109 
- -
PRE-PURGE TH~E 2 r1HlU1U)(l) PRE-PURGE TUlE 15 SEC(f.1Itl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TII-lE 1 m:J(MHl) POST-PURGE THlE 1 'mHrUN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min ~ii)"fO"reach additional ft. of hne betl-Ieen the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be \-/e1ded. 
PROGRAM1·1ER SETn NGS 
WELD LEVEL I :~ELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III HELD L.EVEL I V PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 lImps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I [ I [_~J I ] I I 074 C/3 I I 072 042 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec -fi me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I CIS ] I OlZ I r-a:J I el:Z I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I e 2 I I a : I I J Q I I • QQ I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP D HORIZONTAL [£] VERTICAL --
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPT~~CE 





A 8Qo MFG. 0/821 DATE 
1 . B .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 
t 8 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE - . . - ... _~TAl1P 
93 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC DUTTHELD 
tEL DING PI~CEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS ~lo 
~,.-.. I REVISION LETTER I PAGE 
MPP-LO-OOQl I IJ I I I I I I I I .\ 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOtl riO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-'001 Sample #113 +15% 
PURGE 'GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD lUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG 
~ 
HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLm~ CFH 18 WALL ·.109 _e _. 
---
PRE.PURGE TIlolE 2 r1H1(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(I1H1) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIf.1E 1 MINCHIN) FTG. PIN POST-PURGE Tll·1E 1 mN(I1IN) 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. O'---r;ne-betl~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRAMMER SEnrr:G3 
WELD LEVEL I \·IELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199· Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps [ ., I I I I I I I 1 074 073 073 072 042 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FUUSH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I 018 } I 017 I I 016 I -j. ] I "1 017 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I ~.2 I I 0.1 I I . 3.6 ., I 1·00 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAHE STAMP_ o HORIZONTAL Ivl VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUr·illER 
L6 0 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: .A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE ____ s· .010 Q.E. 0/814 
............ 5 DATE 1.073 f 8 C ENGR.D/830 ___ - DATE ... 0 0 • 020 QUfIlITY CONTROL DATE STAJolP ACCEPT 
"nAOA 'I<l'''.~.1 REV. 5.73 
94 
DATA SHEET 
OR'G'NAl PAGE IS 
OF POOR QI !.f\UTY 
3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
- H __ _ 
flUTON/\Tl C IlUTHlELD 
W[!..PING PI«lC£DUHE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No 
I AI;VIStON LETTER. '1 PACe: 
I I I I I I II I I I I I 14 of 14 
"'~HU"'3ER MPP-lO-OOOl 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample #114 +30% 
PURGE GAS 
BACK-UP 
X-Ray Results: Accept 
HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS:.....!!_G __ HEAD GAS ARG 
'-----
0.0. 0.750 
flOW CFH _5_': • .;...2 __ _ WALL--=2?_9 ___ ._ 
PRE-PURGE TII1E 2 14U1(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(HHI) ALLOY _____ _ 
POST-PURGE TUlE 1 ~ml(r1IN) POST-PURGE TH·1E 1 14Hl(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(l) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' llne bet\~een the g~a-=-s""'l""n'""le'rt-­
and the joint to be vJelded. 
t-__ . ____ . ____ ...!P..!.!R~OG~R~AM.:!!.:!:r"~R SETIIf!GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II .WELD LEVEL I II 14ELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH r ::: ~'I r 19:7~PS I 51 to ;;: j [to 0::' Pml' 1 to ::: Pm" 1 
LEVEL I LEVEL n LEVEL I II LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
. i to 9.9 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec 
[ 018 1 I 017 I [:: 1[· 017 I I 9.: "1 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE Lml DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec ,-...;.;R;..;.PM.;..i _---, 
I 0.2' I 0.1 !! 3.6 '1 I : .00 I 
QUALIFICATION PDSITIOi~S 
r:::J HORIZONT~L 1~1 VERTICAL WELDERS NAME. _____ --.-,;STAMP_ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE ______ _ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUr·lBER ________ _ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN __ 13_2_8_ 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821. ______ DATE. __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE. __ _ 
ENGR.D/830 DATE __ _ 
QUN..ITY CONTROL DATE. __ _ 




.A 80° l~ . B .010 188 1.073 c o (FT6. 0 .020 




3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
, AUTOMl\TIC' BUTT-~1Eu:j . '--
WELDlrlG I'ltOCEOURE S('ECIFlCATlON (WPS) 
WPS tlo. 
M .... NUMBER I REVISION I.ETTER I PAGE MPP-lO-OOql I I 1 j L J 1 J 1 J l J 114 of 14 
SPECIFlCATIOtI rw. REVISIOIl. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #115 +20% 
PURGE GAS 
X-Ray Results: Reject l.O.P. 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.75
0 
-_. 






PRE-PURGE TII-IE 2 HUI(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TlHE 1 MHI(MIN) POST-PURGE TIf.1E 1 ~ml(MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ l1ne ben~een the gas lnlet 
, and thetoint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRAMl4ER SETTIt:GS 
'-
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III 14ELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I ' I I I I I I I I 1 074 073 073 072 042 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Tillie 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 018 J I 017 I I I 'I, I I '1 016 OF ~,~ I ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW 'DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I ~12 'I I 1 QQ I 
,QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAME STAMP_ 
r:::J HORIZONT~L I2J VERTICAL RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN REPORT NUr'lBER 
f~O ELECTRODE (~ketch) APPROVALS: ,A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE S' .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
·1 ell 1.073 C ENGR.D/830 DATE 
·0 FT6. D .020 QUALITY CONTROL. DATE STABP 
REJECT CONCAVITY 







3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
ORIGINAL' PAGE rs 
OF POOR QUALITY 
AUTOtolATIC BUTTI-IELD 
WELDWG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS rIo 
"'PPftVMIIER I flr.VISION I.CTTLI. JPAGE 
l'tPP-LO-OOOl 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 114 of 14 
SPECI FI CAT! all NO. REV I S lOrL DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 1116 +10% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 




PRE-PURGE TIl·1E 2 rml(~lIil)(l) PRE-PURGE TH-lE 15 SEC(HItI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 :HN(MHI) POST -PURGE THlE 1 '·1 III (rmj) FTG. P/ii 
(1) Add 1 min (iii\i1")f'OTeach additional ft. of hne betl'leen the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be \·Ielded. 
PROGRAI·li·1ER SETTIilGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL I I IoIELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO:') 
5 to 199 .Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !i to 199 Am;Js 5 to 199 Amps 
I 074 I I 073 I I 073 I I 072 I I 042 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec '(ime '1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec ,1 to 9,9 Sec 
I 018 I I 017 I I 01§ I I Q1Z I I, 2.2 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I Q.l I I J.e I I l 00 I 
QUALlFI CAnON POSIn ONS 
WELDERS NAHE STAMP o HORIZONT~L [Z) VERTICAL --
RADIOGR.lJlH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
1328 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUI·lBER 
!A\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ B .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 





3/4" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC OUTTHELO 




REVISION Lt:TT£M I PAG£ I L I I I I J I I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 1117 +5% 
., X-Ray Results: Accept 
" PURGE GAS 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
--FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOI~ CFH 16 WALL .109 
- ---
PRE-PURGE T1I4£ 2 14IN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME15 SEC(HIN) ALLOY 
------POST-PURGE TINE 1 ~lIN(I1IN) POST-PURGE TINE 1 rmI(MIN) FTG_ PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. O~ hne bet\~een the g:":"as=-=-ln=",{'""'e"rt--and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMl1ER SETTINGS 
WELD LEVEL I 14ELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LmJ 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 AmPS I 074 I I 073 I I 073 I I 072 I I 042 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 018 I I 017 I I 016 I I· 017 I I 9.9 "1 
ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .--..;.;R:..;.PM.:....-_-. I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I 3.6 ., I 1.00 1 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
r:::J HORIZONTAL [;ZJ VERTICAL WELDERS NAHE _________ STAMP_ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE ______ _ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
1328 HEAD SIN ___ _ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUI·1SER ________ _ 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821.....,. ____ -:DATE __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE __ _ 
ENGR.D/830 DATE ___ _ 
QUIILITY CONTROL ----,.,.;=.----.:OATE ___ -r 
-STAI1P \ 
lbO. ELECTRODE (Sketch) ,A 80° S' .0lD 
, ""--5 
1.073 f 8 C .020 0 0 ACCEPT 





3/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF. PPOR QUALITY 
AUTOMATIC OUTTUELO 
WElDUlG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS rio. 
MPPMUMBEII I IIf.V1510N U:TTER I PACE 
MPP-LO-OOOl I I I I I I I I I J I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOtI ria. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 1108 -5% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Result: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS, ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
--
flOW CFH 5+2 FLOI~ CFH 14 WALL 0.109 
-
---
PRE-PURGE TIllIE 2 14IN(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(l1ItI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TINE 1 ~ml(r1IN) POST-PURGE TINE 1 MHI(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne between the gas 1.n Jet 
and the joint to be vlelded. 
PROGRAMI4ER SEnrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I I I I I I I I 1 074 073 073 072 042 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL II I LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time '-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 018 ) I I I I '1· I I "1 017 016 OlZ 2.2 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I Jz2 '1 I 1.00 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAl~E STAMP __ ~ HORIZONT~L 1v'1 VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUr·IBER 
IA\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: ,A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ . J S· .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-e 
f 8 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 0 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STN~P REJECT LOW CONCAVITY 




3/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC I3UTTHELD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
M"NUMBER 
I1PP-LO-OOO1 




I R,"VISION LI: TTL" r PAOE: J 1 J I I I 1 1 I 1 1 I 114 of 14_ 
DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample Il09 -10% 
X-Ray Results: Accept 
HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS, __ A_RG __ HEAD GAS ARG 
._----
0.0. 0.750 
flOW CFH 5;'2 __ FLOW CFH _. _ - 13 WALL 
.-"... ------
0.109 
PRE-PURGE TIt·IE 2 r·tIlI(NIiI)(l) PRE-PURGE iI~IE 15 SEC(mrl) ALLOY 
------POST-PURGE TUlE1 :·lW(MIil) POST-PURGE Tzr.1E1 'HN(rmn FTG. P/il (1) Add 1 min rrn::nrroreach additional ft. of hne bet\oleen the 9-a-s -l-n-Ie-t--and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAr·liolER SETTWGS 
WELD LEVEL I ~O/ELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LO\ol 5 to 199 pmos 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 ~nps 5 to 199 Amps 
t 074 I I 073 I I 073 I! 072 I I 042 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec ·fime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 018 I 1t...---:o~17 -"", 1 ....... ....::.=.016----..1 I 017 I I 9.9 I 
ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I 3.6 I i 1.00 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NA~IE o HORIZONTAL G2) VERTICAL 
RADIOGR.\PH ACCEPTANCE 
, ______ ....:STA~lP _ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT NUr·1BER 
!A\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80° MFG. 0/821 1~ B .0lD Q.E. 0/814 ~ 8 8 C 1.073 ENGR.D/830 0 .020 QUALITY CONTROL 
.sJN:1P 
______ .DATE __ _ 
______ ".DATE __ _ 
_____ -.:UI\TE __ _ 
-,,-_=.----.;DI\TE __ _ 
DATA SHEET 
3/4" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
J\UTO~1ATIC IlUTTI-IELO WElDlIIG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo __ M,. 
I IIIr.VISION !.ETTER 1 PAGE MPP-LO-OOO1 J I I I I I I , I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 1110 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INlERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 0.750 
--flOW CFH 5+2 FL0I4 CFH 15+5 WALL 0.109 -
--PRE-PURGE THolE 2 I1IN(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(HUl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIfolE 1 ~lHl(HIN) POST-PURGE TH·1E 1 rHN(flIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 mi'n (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne betl~een the gas lnlet and the joint to be \·le1ded. 
PROGRAMrI,ER SETTrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 5 to 199 ,Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I ~ I I I I I I I 1 074 I 073 073 072 042 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 SeG ' I I 018 J I 017 I I 016 I I· 1 I "'1 QlZ 9,9 I 
ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY "HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I 0.2 I I 0.1 I I Jig 'I I J CD I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NANE STAMP ~ HORIZONTAL I/J VERTICAL -
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
'MAOIlNE E-200T4 S/N 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1328 HEAD S/N 
REPORT Nur·lBER 
16 0 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: ,A 80 0 'MFG. 0/821 DATE S' .010 Q.E. 0/814 DATE """--5 1.073 t <:) C ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 0 .020 QUAlITY CONTROL DATE STAI'lP 
ACCEPT MINIMAL CONCAVITY 
ennu ""'A,~"' REV 5,73 
101 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Increasing Amps 
-
- -AUTOf-IA TI C nUTTHE L 0 
WELDlIIG PltOCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPSj 
WPS tlo 
!"PPNUM8EII I RF.VISION I.ETTER TrAcE MPP-LO-OOQl I I I I I I II I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION riO. REVISION. DATE TPS AI A 328-001 Sample 624 +10% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
SACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· HEAD GAS 0.0. 1.500 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOI~ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 rr ._-
PR£-PURGE TIl1E 2 I1IN(NIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(11W) ALLOY 
. 
POST-PURGE TII·IE 1 HIN(HIN) POST-PURGE TIf-1E1 MHl(MIN) FTG. P/U (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ Ilne between the gas lnlet and" the joint to be \·le1ded. 
PROGRAMI~ER SETTII:GS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III t~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lml 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I ., I I ~'I I I I 1 102 101 96 038 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.~ Set; .1 I J I I [ I I· I I -'1 009 012 009 012 2.2 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec. 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I 0.1 I I 0·1 I I l.a 'I I l.tiO I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAt~E STAMP_ o HORIZONT~L o VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE £-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUHBER 
L\O 
ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: 
.A aD" 
-MFG. 0/821 DAJE l~ , S' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-B 






ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1 1/211 Increasi ng Amps 
AUTO~1ATIC BUm~ELD 
WELDHIG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (~/PS) 
WPS flo .. 
MJOPNUMBER I Rf.VISION I.f.TTt;lt I "AGE I1PP- LO-OOO 1 I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #25 +5% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTEPJML GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 049 
-
--
. PRE-PURGE TINE' 2 I1IN(MIil)(l) PRE-PURGE T1I4E 15 SEC(HHI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TII'IE 1 ~lIN(MHl) , POST -PURGE TINE 1 '1Ir1 (rUN) FTG. P/ij (1) Add I min (imii")'f"O"reach additional ft. of llne betl'leen the gas lnlet and the joint to be \'/erded. 
PROGRA~11'lER SETTr NGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ElD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOt-I 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 098 I I 097 I I 094 I I 091 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec ''-; me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec ,1 to 9. Sl Sec I 009 I I 012 I I CC~ I I ala I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION PUlSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I all I I a.l I I 1 a I I 1 SO I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~IP __ o HORIZONT~L o VE'~:ICAL 
RADIOGR.\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE ~-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE HEAD SIN 1262 
REPORT NUMBER 
L\O 
ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: 
A 080 MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ B .015 Q.E, 0/814 DATE '--5 
t 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 l>ATE 0 D .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAHP VISUAL ACCEPT 
103 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Increasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC OUTT~IELO 
WELDING PROCEDURE SI'ECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
,M,pNUM8ER I liE VISION Lt:TTLI< I.·AC€ 
MPP-LO-OOO1 J I J I I I I r I I I T 1 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AI A 328-001 Sample '26 * 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
-
, 
PRE-PURGE TllolE 2 NHI(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIHE 15 SEC(NHl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TUIE 1 MIN(MItt) POST -PURGE TIf·IE 1 'm/( I1IN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (rmnno;:-each additional ft. of hne betl'leen the gas lnJet 
and the joint to be ~/elded. 
PROGRAMt·1ER SETTINGS 
WELD LEVEL I I~ELD LEVEL r r WELD LEVEL III i'IELD LEVEL I V PULSE W:l 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 100 I I 099 ) I 96 I I 94 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec "(ime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 I I 002 I I 010 I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I Q·l I I l.~ I I 1 60 I 
QUALIFICATIO~ POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~IP_ o HORIZONT~L 1-.11 VERTICAL 
RADIOGR~H ACCEPT~~CE 
MACHINE £-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUMBER 
!A\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 080 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE !~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE ree C 1. 270 ENGR.D/830 OATE 0 .020 QUALITY CONTROL ___ DATE 
STAl1P 
* -2 AMPS BELOW SAMPLE 124 
104 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Increasing Amps 
AUTO~IATIC IlUTTUELD 
WELDItIG rROCEDURE SPECIFlCATION (WP:;) 
WPS rio 
_NUMIIE" ' I IIF.YI~ION LETTEII I""CE MPP-lO-OOql I I I I I J I J I I J 1 J 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REvIsrorl. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sampl'e '27 +15% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
--
FLO'''' CFH 5+2 FL0l4 CFH 
-
15+5 WALL .049 
---
PRE-PURGE TII-IE 2 rHN(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(11Hl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TUlE 1 ~IIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TUiE 1 IHN(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne betl~een the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be \-/elded. 
PROGRAMMER SEnrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL II I HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I r I G~ I I I 1 107 106 100 038 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec [ 009 J I 012 I I I I- I I "1 009 010 ~.2 I 
ROTATION 
PUlSt: HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9. 9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 1.0 ., [ loaD I i 
QUALIFI CATION POSITIOtIS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP __ r:::J HORIZONT~L ~ VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUr·ISER 
11\0 ELECTRODE / (~ketch) APPROVALS: ,A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ . S· .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
"=5 1.270 f 8 C ENGR.D/830 DATE ----0 D .020 QUJ\L In CONTROL DATE STAMP VISUAL ACCEPT 
enn .. ""'''.~., RFV fI.7] 
105 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Increasi n9 Amps 
I\UTO~1ATIC nUTTHELD 
WELDWG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATIor~ (WPS) 
WPS tlo. 
... ",;.cUMBER I RF.VISION LfiTTEI< jPAGE 
MPP-LO-OOql I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIDrI 110. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #28 +20% 
,PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
, INTERNAL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FL0I4 CFH l5~'5 WALL .049 
= 
._-
· PRE-PURGE TIfiiE 2 11HI(MIN) (1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(HHI) ALLOY 
· POST-PURGt TINE 1 mN(I1IN) POST -PURGE TIf.1E 1 rml(rm.j) FTG. P/i~ 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne between the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRAMl4ER SETTIl:GS 
WELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL III I~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 'I I I I I I I I 1 112 110 107 104 038 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec .1 
I 009 J I I I I I· I I "1 012 009 Ql0 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0,1 I I l.O 'I L~ J 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP_I r:=:J HORIZON~AL Ivl VERTICAL -.-
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1262 HEAD SIN ___ 
REPORT NUl,lBER 
.{~O . ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: -A 80 0 MFG. D/821 DATE B' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
· '-e 
f 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 0 .020 QUJ\LITY CONTROL DATE STAi'1P VISUAL ACCEPT 
106 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/211 Increasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC nUmlELD 
WElDIIIG PROCEDURE SPEC I FI CATIotl (WPS) 
WPS rio . 
M~NUMBER I nr.VJSION l..CrTtlc T rAGE 
11PP-LO-OOO 1 f III I I I I I I 1 I \14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 129 +25% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15±.5 WALL .049 
- --
PRE-PURGE THlE 2 t1IN(ma) (1) PRE-PURGE TIf.1E 15 SEC(mN) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m·1E 1 MIN(Mlil) POST -PURGE TUlE 1 'Htl( HIN) FTG. Pill 
(1) Add 1 min (iii::ii")foreach additional ft. of hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRA~1j.lER SETTT ,'IGS 
WELD LEVEL I I~ELD LEVEL I I VlELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lm'l 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 116 I I 112 I I 111 I I 109 I I 038 ] 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'rime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9. 9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 I I 009 I I OH1 I I 2.2 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .l to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 1.0 I I 1 50 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STM1P o HORIZONTAL o VERTICAL -
RADIOGR'PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUr·1BER 
t~O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 080 MFG. 0/821 DATE I~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814' DATE 
'-5 
f 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 UtlTE 0 0 .020 QUAL ITY CONTROL DI\TE STAHP VISUAL ACCEPT 
107 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Increasing Amps 
I\UiVf1ATIC nUl mELD 
WELDIrIG PROCEPUHE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS rIo 
I I PACE 
. MI'PNUMII£R keVISION LCTTLU MPP-lO-OOOI I I I I I I r 1 1 1 1 r 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOII NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Same 1 e #30 +30% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERIIAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .049 
- --
PRE-PURGE TINE 2 lml(~IIiI)(l) PRE-PURGE TIf.1E15 SEC(HItI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl-lE 1 mN(MIII) POST-PURGE TIf.1E 1 ··1H1(11IN) FTG. P/il (1) Add 1 min (iii)ii'}fo'reach additional ft. of l1ne betl'ieen the gas In[et and the joint to be \·Ielded. 
PROGRANr·1ER SnTI.'JGS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LCM :5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps : I 120 I I 120 I I 116 I I 115 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec "(ime H~99 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.~ Sec I 009 I CJ I QQ~ I I ala I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 ·to 9.9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I 0.1 I I a,l I I 1 a I I 1 60 I 
QUALI FI CATION POS ITI ONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~lP D HORIZONT~L o VERTICAL --
RAOIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-2JOT4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE HEAD SIN 1262 
REPORT NUr·I8ER 
lA\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE ~~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE . '-5 
t 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 OI\TE 0 0 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DI\TE STN1P REJECT CONCAVITY 
108 
DATA SHEET 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1 1/2" Increasing Amps 
AUTar·tATI C Bum'IELO 
WELDING PHOCEOURE SPECIFlCATIOtI (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
M"HUM.£" -r "r.VISION LCTTt.II I PACE 
11PP-LO-OOO 1 I , I I I I I I I I I I 114 of 111 
SPECIFICATI011 NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sam~le '31 -2 AmBs 
Below +30S 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE OATA 
INTERIIAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
-
FLOW CFH 5+2 fLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
= . 
PRE-PURGE TUlE 2 HHI(MIiI)(l) PRE-PURGE TIr.lE1S SEC(NHI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TII·,El :mJ{MHI) POST -PURGE TIr4E 1 ',lIN(r1IN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (iii1~each additional ft. of hne betl'leen the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAr~l"ER SETTInGS 
WELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III i-JELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lml 
5 to 199 .Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !; to 199 Am;Js 5 to 199 Amps 
I I L~ I I r j [038 I 118 114 I 113 
-
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'fi me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1··299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 ] [ ~l' I Cno:J I 010 ] I SI g I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I o.:J I !J I I I I Q I I hiQ I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELOERS NAME STAMP_ D HORI ZONT,AL I vi VERT! CAL 
RADIOGR~H ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1262 
REPORT NUIoIBSR 
!A~O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ --,--B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 




1 1/2" Increasi n9 .Amps 
... - . 
AUTO~II\TlC DUTnlElO 
WELDING PROCEDURE SI'ECIFlCATlON (WPS) 
WPS tlo. 
_NUIolIIR I REVISION't:TTEI! I rACE 
MPP-lO-OO01 , 1IlilIl J 1 J L 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISIOI,. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Samele #32 -4 Amgs of +Jg% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
ARG ARG . INTERNAL GAS· HEAD GAS 0.0. 1.500 
-. --
fl()W CFH 5+2 FLo\~ eFH 15~·5 WALL 0.049 .. 
---
PIlE-PURGE TIME 2 11H1(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(l1H1) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl·lE 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TINE 1 MIII(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(l) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne bet\~een the gas ln~et 
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMl~ER SETIrr:GS ,-
WELD LEVEL I ~IELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III I~ELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lml 
S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Plnps 5 to 199 Amps 
I '1 I I I I I I I '1 116 116 112 III 038 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 J.ec Time 1:'299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to tl.9 Sec 
I 009 J I 012' "] I I I· I I l 009 Q1Q 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
• 1 .to 9. 9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 1.0 " ( 1 60 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITI~jS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP_ r=:=J HORIZON~AL I vJ VERT! CAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1262 HEAD SIN REPORT NUt'lBER 
!A\O 
ELECTRODE APPROVALS: (Sketch) 
.A 80 MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ . S' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 1.270 t 8 C ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .020 QUM.. ITY CONTROL DATE STAHP VISUAL ACCEPT 
"DAM .'II·S.' REV. 5.73 
110 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Increasing Amps 
ORIGINAl PAGE IS 
OF PPOR QUALITY 
AUTONATIC DUTTHElO 
WELOWG PllOCEDUltE SI'ECIFlCATlON (WPS) 
WPS t'o 
1 ""VISION L\(TTII4 .1 rACE 
III J I , I ! I I J J J 14 of '4 
SP£CIFICATIOtl flO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 133 -6 Amps of + JO 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP 
INTERNAL GAS~~_ 
FLOW CFH _5":'1-2 __ _ 
HEAD 
HEA~ GAS ARG 
'------




PRE-PURGE TIME 2 lml(~IIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME lS SEC(NItI) ALLOY 
------
POST-PURGE TUlE 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE m'lE 1 MIN(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne between the g::::'as~ln:"'ll-:::er-t-­
and the joint to be 11e1ded. 
PROGRAMMER SETrrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I I~ELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL 1 II I~ELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH 
S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 114 ' I I 114 I I 110 I [ 109 I I 038 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.~ Sec 
,--I _00_9 ---II I 012 J I 009 I l 010 I I 9.9 '1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 1.0 ., I 1.60 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NA~lE r:::J HORIZONT~L [;21 VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
, _____________ ,STAAP ____ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1262 
REPORT NUiIlBER 
16 0 ELECTRODE (~ketch) APPROVALS: ,A 80° MFG. 0/821 B' .015 Q.E. 0/814 
'-5 1. 270 f 8 C ENGR.D/830 0 0 .020 QUN.ITY CONTROL STN·IP 
_____ -:DATE. __ _ 
______ D.ATE __ _ 
_____ ....;OI\TE __ _ 
-r-........... __ ,DATE __ _ 
cnnM "",",~,' A'V l.l3 
111 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/211 Decreasing Amps 
-' < AuTOr·IATic Burn/ELF . 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo. 
M,.NUM8ER I AF,VISION LIiTTEII I "AGE 
MPP-LO-OOOl I I I I I III 1 1 1 I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION rm. REVIsrorl. DATE TPS AlA 328"001 Sample 11 -5% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. l.500 
...r-.-
• --
FLOW CFH 5+2 FL0I4 CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 , 
- ---
PRE-PURGE TI!£ 2 rml(Nm)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(r1Ir1) ALLOY 304 L 
POST-PURGE THiE 1 MIN (r~IN) ,POST -PURGE TH·IE 1 ~mI(MIN) FTG. PIN • 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional. ft. o~ hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the .ioint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRAMI·1ER SETIIr:GS 
HELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL II I HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I I I I I I 1a8~ I 1 088 087 085 038 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1:'299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.~ Sec 
I 009 I. I 012 I I 009 I I· I I -1 010 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 110 '1 I lofiO I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 




MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUr·lBER 
lA\[ ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: .A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ . S· .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE 
t 
5 1.270 8 C ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 0 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE srAi4P--VISUAL ACCEPT 1 1/2" 
FOAM ~UI·S., RFV.II·73 
112 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF PPOR QUALITY 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Decreasing Amps 
.------ .... 
-"AUTONATtc nUTTHELO 
WELDING PHOCEOURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No 
..".NUMBER I REVISION LETTlH I PAGE 
MPP-LO-OOOl I I I I I I 11 1 1 1 1 1 14 of 14 
~PECIFICATIOII NO. REVISIOIl. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample #2 -10'; 
'PURGE GAS 
X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
. 
INTERNAL GAS , ARt; HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. ·1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049. 
= 
-
PRE-PURGE T1I1£ 2 lml(MHt)(l) PRE-PURGE TIl4E15 SEC(HHI) ALLOY 304L 
POST-PURGE TIll£ 1 MIN(MHI) POST-PURGE TIHE 1 'UtI(IHN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (rii::ii")'fOreach additional ft. of hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRAM1·1ER SETIINGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III \'IELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 084 I I' 083 I I 080 I I 079 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'fi me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I. I 012 I I 009 I I 010 I I 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I O.lJ I O.~ I I 110 I I 1.~Q I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP_ o HORIZONT~L [2J VERTICAL 
RADI0GR,\PH ACCEPT(Il~CE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUMBER 
!A~O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 






~4"iQ!L .,IM ... & .. _1_\1'.1'*'1_ Jtau .. ,aw._ t ......... 'f "' IU~ .,,-""'_ ...... , 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Decreasing Amps 
AUTOW\TIC BUTn/ELO 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No 
"'PPNUMBER I '''':VISION LtTTt:H !"AGE 
I MPP·LQ·QOOl I I I I I I IT 1 1 1 -r 114 of 14 
I 
SPECIFICATIOII NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328·001 Sample 13 ·15% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK· UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.S0a 
FLO'r1 CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
-
--
PRE-PURGE TINE 2 r1H1(MIrI)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(NHI) ALLOY 304L 
POST· PURGE TH·1E 1 mN(MHI) POST -PURGE THlE 1 '.uti (r1IN) FTG. P/ii (1) Add 1 min (iffi~each additional ft. of hne betl1een the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be I'lelded. 
PROGRAMr'lER SETTHIGS 
WELD LEVEL I l~ELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL III i~ELD LEVEL I V PULSE LO~'I 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps :; to 199 Am:Js 5 to 199 Amps 
I 079 I I 078 I [076 I I 074 I I 038 I 
LEVEL 1 LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FHHSH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'fime '·299 Sec T'lme 1-299 Sec Time 1·299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
( 009 I I 012 1 L~ I 010 I I 9 9 \ 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.• 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I g·l I I l.ll· I I ] SO I 
QUAl I FI CATIONPOSITI ONS 
WELDERS NAME STM1P r:::J HORIZON~AL [lJ VERTI CAL -
RADIOGR~PH ACCEPTANCE 





A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE J~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
"-5 






OR\G\NA\: PAGE \S 
0' POOR QUALlTY 
1 1/2" Decreasing Amps 
-AiffoMi\fic BUTTI·iEUi-- -.. -
WELDING PROCEDWE SPECIFlCATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
MP9NY"'8ER I REVISION I..CTH." I PAGE' 
14PP-LO-OOOl I I I I I ~ I I I I I T 114 of 14 
SPECIFlCATI01I NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 114 -20% 
PURGE GAS 
X-Ray Results: Reject L.O.P. 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 . FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
-
PRE-PURGE TUIE 2 HIII(MIil)(l) PRE-PURGE TIHE15 SEC(I-IIN) ALLOY 304L 
POST-PURGE TIME1 MIH(MIH) POST-PURGE TIME 1 ~IN(MIN) fiG. P/:1 
(1) Add 1 min (iii:;ri'}fO"reach additional ft. of hne betl'leen the gas lnlet 
and the .ioint to be \'/elded. . 
PROGRAH1·1ER SETTY ;IGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL II ~IELD LEVEL II r i~ELD LEVEL 1 V PULSE LCd 
5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps. 5 to 199 Amos S to 199 Am?s 5 to 199 PImps 
I 074 I I 074 ] I 071 I I 070 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL 1'1 FIlIISK SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'f1r:1e 1-299 Sec Till'e 1-239 Sec Time 1-259 Sec , to '3. S SeC • I 
I 009 I I 012 ),.1 009 I I 010 I I 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LCW DELAY HEAD SP::::D 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I\~"'. 
I C.l j t 0.1 I ! 1.0 I I ~.ou I 
QtJALIFI CATION pes I TI ONS 
WELDERS NAHE STANP D HORIZONTAL [ZJ VERTICAL - -
RADIOGR.1.PH ACC:P;A:'~CE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT Nur'lliER 
16 0 ELECTRODE (SIo.etch) APPROVALS: A SOo MFG. 0/821 DA7'1: B .015 Q.E. D/8H DATE 
--
""'-B 





1 1/2" Decreasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC oum'7ELlf --




I flF.VISION .... Tn... I PAGE I I I I I I I I I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECI FI CATION NO. REV IS I ON. DATE._.....;.T ... PS---.:A/..:..;A ... 3:.:2.:..8-...:0.:..0l=-...:S:::a:::;;mp!:...:l..::;e...:I1~5_--=2:::.5%=--__ _ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject L.O.P. 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERIIAL GAS. __ A_RG __ HEAD GAS. ARG___ O.D._~1. __ 50 __ 0 ____ _ 
FLOW CFH 5+2 
"'-
FLOW CFH. __ 15-=+=-5_. __ WALL 0.049 
PRE-PURGE TUlE 2 r.tHl(~mj)(ll PRE-PURGE TIf·IE 15 SEC(mtl) ALLOY _____ _ 
POST-PURGE TUIEI :-1IN(NHI) POST-PURGE TH·IEI 'HN(rlIN) FTG. P/il (1) Add 1 min ("im~each additional ft. or hne between the g"'a""'s -,-n "'-re"'-t--and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMi'lER SETTIilGS 
WELD LEVEL I l~ELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOI:I 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 ~n?s 5 to 199 Amps I 070' I I 069 I I 067 1 I 065 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec "i"ime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 009 I I 012 I I 009 I I 010 I I 9,9 I 
ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SP!:ED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 1.0 I I 1 60 
QUALI FI CATION POS I TI ONS 
r:::J HORIZONTAL c:=J VERTICAL 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN 1262 
ELECTRODE (Sketch) 
A 80 0 
WELDERS NAME. __ ----STANP-
RADIOGR.U'H ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUI·1BER ________ _ 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821 _____ -'DATE. __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 OATE. __ _ 
ENGR.0/830 llATE __ _ 







1 1/211 Decreasi ng Amps 
ORIGINAl PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
. ,.-
AUTOHt\TIC OUTnIELO 
WELDWG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS rio. 
.... HU"'BEI'I I RtVISION LCTTU' I rACE 
HPP-LO-OO01 I J 1 I I l 1 1 J I I I J 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample '6 -25% Repeat 
PURGE GAS 
X-Ray Results: Reject LOP 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERlIAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5!,2 FLm4 CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
PRE-PURGE TIt·IE 2 r1Hl(~IIit) (1) PRE-PURGE TIr4E 15 SEC(r-ml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl·IE 1 ~UN(MHt) POST-PURGE TIMEl ~IN(MIN) FiG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (iii;ii)'f'O'reach additional ft. of hne betl-Ieen the gas inlet 
and the joint to be \·Ielded •. 
PROGRAI·l[·IER SEnT ~lGS 
WELD LEVEL I \O/ELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LC:I 
5 to 199 Amos 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 070 I I 069 I I 067 I I 065 'j I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec '!';me 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 I I 009 I I OlD I I ~.~ I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 ' I I 0.1 I I llQ I I l.fiC I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAf1E STMIP_ o HORIZONT~ 121 VERTICAL 
RADIOGR.\PH ACCEPTMICE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENS I LE TEST ACCEPTAN CE 1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUI·illER 
!A~O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE 1~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'--5 
t 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 OrlTE 0 0 .020 QUI\l.ITY CONTROL Dl\T£ STAHP VISUAL REJECT 
117 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/211 Decreasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC BUTTHELD 
WELDING PHOCEDURE SPECIFICATIotl (WPS) 
WPS rio 
MI!P NUMBER I Rf,VISION LC:TTl.'t I rAGE 
MPP-LO-OOO1 I I I I I I IT -1 1 1 1 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TSP AlA 328-001 Sample 17 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject LOP 
I BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERllAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 
-
1!i+5 WALL 0.049 
PRE-PURGE m·lE 2 rmj(mil)(l) PRE-PURGE nr.1E 15 SEC(mrl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl·IE 1 MIN(MHI) POST-PURGE TH·1E 1 'UN(rHN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (iii':n) for each additional ft. of hne betl'leen the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be \·le1ded. 
PROGRAI·li·1ER SETn i'lGS 
WELD LEVEL I l4ELD LEVEL I I ~IELD LEVEL II I HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO!-I 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !i to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
,I 072 I I 071 I I 069 I I 067 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec '1; me 1-299 Sec 'Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 / I QQ~ I I OlD I [ 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec .1' to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I Cll I, I ] a I I 1 SO I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP ~ HORIZONT~L GZI VERTI CAL -
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPT~'ICE 
1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUr-1BER 
!A\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE .J~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-{) 
t 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 OATE 0 0 .020 .. ,. QUAL ITY CONTROL OIlTE STN·1P VISUAL REJECT LOP 
118 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Decreasing Amps 
AtJTo",ifc Buni:;ElO . 
WELDING I'AOCEDUR~ SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS rio 
_H" ... IIEIII I II£VISIOH LI:TTL" TrAQ£ 
I~PP-LO-OOOl I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECI FI CAlI ON NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample #8 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject LOP 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW eFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
=a 
-
PRE-PURGE TII·lE 2 r1IN(MIil)(l) PRE-PURGE TIHE 15 SEC(mtl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TII·lE' IUN(MHI) POST -PURGE TH1E 1 'ml (r~IN) FTG. P/i. 
(1) Add 1 min rnr:~each additional ft. of hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be \·Ielded. 
PROGRAMi'lER SETTI JIGS 
WELD LEVEL I \4ELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III i'JELD LEVEL I V PULSE W·J 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 Jlmps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 074 ] I 073 I I 071 I I 069 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'fi me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 I I 002 I I Qle I I ~.~ I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I P,l I I 1:0 I I J 60 t 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAHE STA~lP o HORIZONTAL 0' VERTICAL -
RADIOGR.;PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUNBER 
!A~O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE ~~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 1.270 f 8 C ENGfLO/030 orlTE 0 0 .020 NOTE QUAlITY CONTROL ___ DATE VI'S'UAL lNOICATES MINUTE STAHl' AREA NO OROP THRU. WELD IS FUSED. 
119 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Decreasing Amps 
AUTOMATIC OUmlELD 
WElDltlG PROCEDURE SPECIFlCATlON (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
_HUMBER I nr.VISION LIiTTEII I pl\ce 
MPP-LO-OOOl I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
$l'ECIFICATIOtl flO. REVISJOrl. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample '9 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject LOP 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INtERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
---
--
flOW CFH 5+2 
= 
FL0I4 CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
PRE-PURGE THlE 2 14Il1(rlIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(f.1W) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TH1E 1 mN(rlIrl) POST-PURGE TH·1E 1 r·1H1(r1IN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o' hne betlveen the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAM1·1ER SETTrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL I II 14ELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 limps 5 to 199 Amps [ . j I I I I I I I 1 076 075 073 071 038 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time i-299 Sec .1 to 9. ':3 SeG 
I 009 I I I I I I· I I '1 012 009 Q1Q 9.9 ----1 . 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I D.! I I 1.Q '1 I l.fiC I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAI·1E STAMP __ o HORIZONT~L o VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
1262 " HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUI·l6ER 
!)\o ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: .A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE ~~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE .~ eB C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 DATE D .020 QUJiLITY CONTROL DATE STAJ4P 
VISUAL ACCEPT 
FORM ""65·' REV. 5·13 
120 
ORfGfNAL' PAGE rs 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Decreasing Amps 
AUTOMl\TlC DUTnf£LD 
WELDItIG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
. WPS rio 
MPPNUM8EA I A£"VISION LCrTt,.u [PAGE 
MPP-LO-DOOI , I I I , I I I I I I 1 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISIOtl. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sam~le #42 -2S~ + a &mRs 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept * 
BACK-UP . HEAD . TUBE DATA 
INTERllAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
= --
PRE-PURGE THlE 2 rml(NIil)( 1) 'PRE-PURGE TINE 15 SEC(NItl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE nr'lE 1 ~lIN(MHI) POST-PUR~E TIME' ~IN(MIN) FTG. f/il 
(1) Add 1 mi n (iiri~ each addi ti ona 1 ft. of 11 ne betl-Ieen the gas 1 n let 
and the joint to be \·/elded. 
PROGRAN:·1ER SETTIilGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL I I \~ELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to '99 Amps !j to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 078 I [ 077 I I 075 I I 073 ] I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 't'ime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I Q1Z I I QQ9 I I Ole I I 9 g I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I Col I I a.l I I l D I I * IiQ I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~'P D HORI ZONT.AL G VERTICAL -
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 





A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-e, 
t 8 C 1.270 ENGR.O/830 OATE --0 0 .020 QUI\LITY CONTROL DI\TE STN1P VISUAL ACCEPT *BOROERLINE ON POROSITY 
121 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Increasing RPM 
AUTOMATIC DUTn/ElO 
WELDING I'ROCEOUnE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS rIo 
M"'NUMIIER I RF.VI!.IO"I..~TTt:" -f"ACE 
~lPP-lO-OOO1 I I I I I I I I I I r I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATlOtl 110, REVlSrOtL • DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 143 +5% RPM 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTER/tAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1. 500 
--
flOW CFH 5:.2 FL.OL{ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
---
PRE-PURGE THE 2 t-ail(mN)(l) PRE-PURG~ TINE lS SEC(HHl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TH:E 1 mN(rm!) POST -PURGE Trt-:E 1 f.1Hl (t1IN) FTG. P/:I 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft, o· hne betl'leen the gas 




WELD LEVEL I 'dELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL II I HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Am~s 5 to 199 Amos S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
f I I I I I I I I 1 093 092 089 087 038 j 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to g.~ Se:: .1 
I I I I I I I· I I '1 009 012 009 010 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec. 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0·1 I I Q,l I L 1,0 '1 I 1,fiS I 
QUALIFICATIo;~ POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAHE STAMP __ o HORIZONT~L 11] VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPT~~CE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT ~!Ur'ffiER 
160 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE J B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 
f 8 C 1. 27 ENGR.D/S30 DATE 0 0 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAHP VISUAL ACCEPT 
fOf~M 3')165·1 REV. 5-73 
122 
DATA SHEET 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1 1/2" Increasing RPM 
"UTOHATI C BUTnlELO 
WELDING PROCEDUltE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS rio 
M .... HUMDIEA 
I nr\llSION LEfTLI\ . T <'AGE 
MPP-LO-0001 1 11 I I II 1 I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOtI NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #44 +10% 
PURGE GAS 
BACK-UP 
X-Ray Results: Accept 
HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS, __ AR_G __ HEAD GAS ARG 
'-----
0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH _5 ... +2.;...... __ _ FLOW CFH . 15+5 WALL,_0_._04_9 ___
 ,_ 
PRE-PURGE TU4£ 2 rml(~IIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIrI) ALLOY _____ _ 
POST-PURGE Tll1E1 :ml(14Irl) POST-PURGE TIf.1E 1 rml(r1IN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft •. ~l'T'iiebet\-leen the g=as::--:-'~nl~e""t-­
and the joint to be ~/e1ded. 
PROGRAMMER SETTIt:GS 
WELD LEVEL I t~ELD LEVEL II \~ELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amp~ 
I 093 I [ 092 1 I 089 I I 087 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
[009 1 I 012 I I 009 I I· 010 I I 9.9 1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED RPM 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 1.0 '1 I 1.76 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
r:::J HORIZONTAL c::J VERTICAL WELDERS NAME,_-___ ~STAMP __ RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD S/rl __ 12_6_2_ 
TENSILE TEC.T ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUr.'i8ER -,-_______ _ 
{~O ELECTRODE (~ketch) A 80° S· .015 
"-5 1.270 
f (0 C .020 0 0 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821 ______ DATE, __ _ 
Q.E. D/814 DATE, __ _ 
ENGR.D/830 DATE. __ _ 
QUALlTY CONTROL DATE, __ _ 
STAHP 
VISUAL ACCEPT 




1 1/2" Increasing RPM 
AUTO~1ATIC OUTTUELO 
WELDIflG PROCEDURE SI'EClf[CATlON (WPS) 
WPS rio 
._NUMDER I rcrvlSION LETT~n I PACE • 
MPP-LO-OOOl t I I I I I I I I , T T 114 of 14 
stECIFICATIOII NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample #45 +15% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. LSOO 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
= 
PRE.PURGE THlE 2 r4H1(NIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MIrl) ALLOY . 
POST-PURGE TIl4El :ml(r4H1) POST-PURGE THlEl1HtI(r1IN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. Ol hne between the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRAMMER SETIWGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amp~ [ I I I I I I I I \ 093 092 089 087 038 I I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE . 
Tilne 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 1 I 012 I I QQ2 I I· 010 I I 9 9 J 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to. 9.9 Sec RPM 
. I 0.1 I I Q.l I I LOO ., I 1 SA I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP_ : D HORIZoriT~L GZJ VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPT~~CE 
.J 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 




(~ketch) APPROVALS: , 
A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE ,I~ S' .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE ; '-5 ---





ORIGINAl PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Increasing RPM 
J\UTO~IA TI C DUTTWElIl -. 
WELDIIlG PROCEDURE SPECIFlCATIOIf (WI'S) 
WPS tlo 
MPPNUM8ER 1 ReVISION l.eTT!." PACE 
MPP-LO-OOO1 J I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATIOll NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Same 1 e *60 +20%· 
PURGE .GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG . HEAD GAS ARG 0.0 . 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
= 
--
PRE-PURGE m·IE.2 rml(~'Iil)(1) PRE-PURGE TIf.1E15 SEC(rtItl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE THIE 1 MIN(MHI) POST-PURGE TIME1 ~IH(MIN) FTG. P/il (1) Add 1 min (iii'iii'}""f'i)'reach additional ft. OT hne betl'leen the 9as lnlet 
and the .ioiot to be Yielded. 
PROGRA~li'IER SETTHIGS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO~'J 
5 to 199 /Imps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps [ 093 I I 092 I [ 089 I I 087 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'fime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 ] I QQ2 I I ala I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
., to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 1 Q I I ~ sa I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAME STA~'P D HORIZONT~L o VF.RTICAL --
RADIOGR.\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1262 REPORT NUfliSER 
!2\0 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ B .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE 
"'-5 





1 1/2" Increasing RPM 
AUTor·IATIe DUTniELD . 
WELDING Pf{OCEDURE SPEC I FI CATION (WPS) 
WPS No. 
~M-~P-M-UM-O-EA----------------r-I--~--~Rr.~'V~I$~IO~N~Lr.~TT~L~II----~--~I-PA-G-E---~ 
MPP-LO-0001 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14_ 
SPEC! FI CAT! ON NO. REV ISION. DATE ___ TP_S_A-=-/_A_3_28_-_00_1~S~am..:p:..:.l.;::..e ..:.:.(f~61~+2::;:5..::.% __ _ 
BACK-UP 
INTERNAL GAS ARG 
FLOW CFH 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
HEAD 
HEAD GAS ARG 
-----




~RE-PURGE TUIE 2 r4IN(MIiI)(l) PRE-PURGE TIHE 15 SEC(NItl) ALLOY _____ _ 
~OST-PURGE m'lE 1 14IN(MIrl) POST -PURGE TIHE 1 'HN(HIN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (iii-;~each additional ft. of hne betl'leen the g::-:a':""s-"l~n~le-=-t-­
and the joint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRArt,j·\ER SETTIiIGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL II ~/ELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LO~'I 
5 to 199 Pmps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps ~ to 199 Am?S 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'fime 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 I I 009 I I OlD I I 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 0,1 I I 0.1 I I 1. 0 I I 2 00 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME ~ HORIZDNT~l ~ VERTICAL 
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
, _________ .STM1P __ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 
REPORT Nur·lEER 
12\0 ELECTRODE APPROVA(S: (Sketch) A 80° MFG. 0/821 !~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 
'-B 
f 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 0 D .020 QUALITY CONTROL STAHP REJECT LOP 
_________ DATE __ _ 
______ ---...:OATE __ _ 
. _______ --:UI\TE. __ _ 
..",._=:---_D.ATE __ _ 
DATA SHEET 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1 1/2" Increasing RPM 
AUTOMATIC 6UTH/ElO 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
,..PPHUMOER I !If. VISION L[;TTt.1< I rAGE 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECl FI CATION NO. REV IS lOti. DATE, __ TP_S_A_I_A_3_2_8-_0_01_S_a....:mp_1_es~#6_2_+_3_0%'--__ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject l.O.P. 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INURtlAL GAS __ A_RG __ HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
-----
FLIJoI CFIl FL0I4 CFH __ '5-=+;:....5_. __ WALL 0.049 
PRf-PURGE TII·IE 2 !1I!l(~IIiI)(l) PRE-PURGE TIf.lE 15 SEC(HIN) ALLOY ____ ~_ 
POST-PURGE THIEl MIN(MHI) POST-PURGE TIHE' 'HtI(11IN) FTG. PIa 
(1) Add 1 min ('iirifi)f'O'F"each additional ft. of hne betl'/een the g=as::--"'ln::-1I'"='e::-"t--
and the joint to be ~/elded. 
PROGRAW·1ER SETTINGS 
WELD LEVEL I I~ELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOl-/ 
5 to; 199 f1.mps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I I 092:J I 089 I I 087 I I 088 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Yime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
[ 009 I I 012 I I 009 I I 010 I I 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec ...--.;.;R;..;.PM..:..-_-. 
I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 1.0 I [2,08 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
~ HORIZONTAL ~ VERTICAL 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 






I ~e C~~ 
o Q 0 __ ·0_20_ 
WELDERS NAME _____ --'STA~IP_ 
RADIOGR.\PH ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUI.ffiER ________ _ 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821 ________ DATE __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE __ _ 
ENGR.D/830 lJATE __ _ 
QUJ\L lTY CONTROL DATE __ _ 
STAI-'P 




1 1/211 Increasing RPM 
AUTOHATIC DUTTHELO 
WELOIIIS PROCEDUHE SPECIFICATIDr4 (~/PS) 
WPS rio 
"'~NUMBEA I "r:VISION LtTTt." I PAGE MPP-LO-OOOI I I I I T. -{ -111 1 r r 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 163 +25% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject for L.O.P 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
. INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
-
FLOW CFH 5+2 FL0l4 CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
-
--
PI,,-PURGE TIl1E 2 r1IN(MIiI)(l) PRE-PURGE TIl.1E 15 SEC{HHI) ALLOY 
,-
POST-PURGE THlE 1 :m-l(MUO POST-PURGE TIHE 1 'lIN(r1IN) FTG. P/il (1) Add 1 min (iii-:il}'"""fOreach additional ft. of hne between the gas 1nlet and the joint to be ~/e1detl. 
PROGRAM1·1ER SETTWGS 
WELD LEVEL I 14ELO LEVEL I I ~lELD LEVEL I I I i-/ELO LEVEL IV PULSE W .. l 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps : to 199 Amps I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I r 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVfl. I I I LEVEL IV 'FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec ',i me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec _ 1 to 9 _ ':3 Sec I 009 I I 012 I I QQ2 I I ala I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I 0.1 I- I 0.1 I I 1 a I I J 95 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~lP ___ o HORIZONTAL GZl VERTI CAL 
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUI-lBER 
!A\O ELECTRODE APPROVALS: (Sketch) A 80 MFG. 0/821 DATE ~~ B--=.£~ Q.E. 0/814 DATE . ""'-5 
1 8 C 1.270 ENGfLD/830 llATE 0 0 .020 QUALITY CONTROL OilTE STAHP REJECT LOP & COLD WELD ON INSP. 
128 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Increasing RPM 
AUTor·IATI C DUTTLlElO WELDII4G PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS flo 
,.""HUMBER I REVISION Lr;TT~1I 
, PACE MPP-lO-OOOl I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 14 of 14 
S.PECIFICATION NO. R£VISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sam21 e 664 +20% 
-
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD 1'UBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOt~ CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
- -
PR£-PURGE THIE 2 I1IN(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TII·1E 15 SEC(HItI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl1E 1 MIN(HIN) POST-PURGE TII·1E 1 '4Hl(I1IN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min rm:;ii)fO'reach additional .ft. of line between the gas lnlet and the joint to be ~/e1ded. 
PROGRAM1·1ER SETTINGS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199' Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I [ 087 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL I II LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE TillIE! 1-299 Sec "fime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 009 I. I 012 , I 009 I I Ole I I ~.~ I 
ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I 0.1 I I o.~ I I 1.0 I I l 92 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP_ o HORIZONT~L GZJ VERTICAL 
RADIOGR~H ACCEPTANCE > 
.. MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1262 HEAD SIN 
R£PORT NUMBER 
12\0 ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE I~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 
t 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STiii4P--ACCEPT 
129 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Decreasing RPM 
AUTOMATIC BUTTHELD 
NElOItIG PHOCEOUHE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS Ho. 
.. ""NUhCIIEA I REVISION LETT!::" I PAGE 
HPP-LO-0001 I I I J I r II I I I I /14 of 14 
, 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 165 -5~ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
;: BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
-
PRE-PURGE TIl-lE 2 rmHMIN)(l) PRE-P.URGE TIME 15 SEC(mtj) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE Tlf1E 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TIME 1 'HN(r1IN) FTG. Pia 
(1) Add 1 min ("imnrroreach additional ft. of hne between the gas 1n let 
and the joi nt to be ~Ie 1 ded. 
PROGRAfo'J'lER SETTI riGS 
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 /. I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL iv FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Yill'.e 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I. I 012 I I QQ2 I I 010 I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I Qal I· I 0.1 I I 1 [J I I 1 S2 I 
QUALIFICATIO~ POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP __ o HORIZONT~L l2J VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTA~CE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1262 
REPORT NUHBER 
11bO ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE B .015 Q.E. 0/814 _DATE 
'-B 




ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1 1/2" Decreasing RPM 
AUTor·1I\TIC DUTHIELD 
.,ELOING PROCEDURE SPECIFlCATIOfC (WPS) 
WPS rIo 
M'I"NUMBER I RLVISION LCTTt.1C I PAGE 
MPP-LO-OOOl I I I I I I If 1 I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 166 -10% RPM 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
. 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.S00 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .049 
= 
--
PRE-PURGE TIlolE 2 r1IN(NIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TUlE 15 SEC(i'lIt1) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TUlE 1 14IN(MHl) POST -PURGE TIHE 1 'nN (rHN) FTG. P/i~ . 
(1} Add 1 min ~iiTfOreach additional ft. of hne bet\~een the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRANf·IER SETTINGS 
WELD LEVEL I l~ELO LEVEL I I ~IELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !i to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I . 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 J 
LEVE"L I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
'Tillie 1-299 Sec 'rime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 I I 002 I I OlQ I I 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOH DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0·1 J I 0.1 I I loO I I J 44 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP o HORIZONT~L I JI VERTICAL -
RADIOGR;PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 





A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 





1 112M Decreasing RPM 
AUluMATIC IlUTnIELD 
WELOIflG PHOC[OURE SPECIFlCATlOrl (WPS) 
WPS rio 
!MPPHUMllltli I ReVISION Lcnt-I< I "ACE 
MPP-LO-OOOl r I I I T -, I r T T T T I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISIOfl. DATE TPS AlA 3~8-QOl Sample #67 -15% RPM 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Rejec~ L.O.P. 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTEPJIAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL 0.049 
-
PRE-PURGE THlE 2 fUN(NIil)(l) PRE-PURGE TUIE 15 SEC(f.1Hl) ALLOY , 
POST-PURGE THlE 1 11IN(MW) POST-PURGE TII~E 1 '.ml(11IN) FTG. P/il 
. (1) Add 1 mi n (iii:: ii")"fO'i="" each addi ti ana 1 ft. of 11 ne bebleen the gas 1 n let 
and the joint to be \·/e1ded. 
PROGRA1·li·1ER SETTI;IGS 
WELD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL I I ~IELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO!'1 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 1; to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I I 092 I I 089 ! I 087 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec "lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 I I 009 I I 010 I I 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 J I 0.1 I I 1.0 I I 1·36 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP o HORIZONTAL o VERTICAL --
RADIOGR.\PH ACCEPTANCE 





A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE I~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 
t 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 DATE 0 D .020 - QUflLITY CONTROL DATE . STAHP ACCEPT 
132 
DATA SHEET 
ORIGINAL PAGE '5 
OF ppOR QUALITY 
1 1/2" Decreasing RPM 
AUTOMATIC BUTHIELO 
WELDIflG PROCEDURE SPEC I FlCATIOrl (WPS) 
WPS No . 
.""",,"OER I ReVISION Lt:TTt.U PACE 
MPP-LO-OOOl I I I 'I 1 1 1 1 I I II 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATlOlI NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 168 .20% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject L.O.P. 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTEPJIAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0 .. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .049 
-
PRE.PURGE m'lE 2 I1IN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TUIE 15 SEC(mrl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TU1E 1 t~I N (f~IrI) POST-PURGE TII1El ~IN(I1IN) FiG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (iffi~each additional ft. of hne betl'leen the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~Ielded. 
PROGRA~lt'lER SETTIilGS 
WElD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL II I HELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lot-I 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 I 
LEVEL t LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Tillll 1-299 Sec "lime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 I I OQ2 I I CHI I I 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0·1 I I 0.1 I I 1.0 I I J 28 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~lP_ o HORIZONT~L W VERTICAL 
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1262 
REPORT NUr-IBER 
t'\o ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE l~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
"-5 
t 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 UATE 0 0 .020 QUIILITY CONTROL DATE STAHP VISUAL REJECT L.O.P. & TRAIL OFF NO GOOD 
133 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Decreasing RPM 
.~ - ..... 
AUTOMATIC DUTTHELD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No 
"",NUMIIER I ReVISION u:rn.IC '''ACE 
MPP-LO-OOOl r 11 -r1 I r .TT l T 1 114 of 1" 
SP[CIFICATI01I NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328~OOl Sample #69 -17% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject L.O.P. 
BACK-UP . HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0 .. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 
= 
15+5 WALL .049 
PRE-PURGE TIt·lE 2 14H1(NHI)(l) PRE-PURGE Tu.1E 15 SEC·(jolItI) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl1E 1 :mI(MIII) POST -PURGE TII~E 1 '-1IN(I1IN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min ('iir;iiJT(ireach additional ft. of hne betl-Ieen the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRAMt·IER SETTINGS 
WELD LEVEL I I~ELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL I II i~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LO\oJ 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps ii to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL .IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec "(i me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I QQ9 I I Q1Z I I Cag I I mo I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I C.l I I O.l I I l C I I 1 30 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NANE STA~IP r:::J HORIZONT~L GZ1 VERTI CAL -
RADIOGR.;?H ACCEPTANCE 
.' 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPT~~CE 
HEAD SIN 1262 
REPORT NUMBER 
!~\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE I~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 I 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 UATE 0 0 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAI-IP VISUAL REJECT L.O.P. 
134 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Decreasing RPM 
AUTOI-lATIC nUTTHELD 




I nr-VI5ION LIiTTEH -:TrAcE 
I I I I I ! I I I I 1 11 14 of 14 
snCIFICATIDrI flO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample no -18% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Reject L.O.P. . 
BACK-UP 
INTERNAL GAS. ARG 
flOW CFH _5 ... :',,;...2 __ _ 
HEAD TUBE DATA 
HEAD GAS ARG 
'-----
FLOW CFH 15+5 
0.0. 1.500 
WALL .049 
'R£.PURGE TII£ 2 14W(MIN)(1) PRE-PURGE TIME15 SEc(lml) ALLOY _____ _ 
POST-PURGE TUlE1 MHI(I~IN) POST-PURGE TmE1 MHI(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. O~ hne between the g=a"""'s """"l"""n )""=e"r"t--
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMr"ER SEnrr:GS 
WELD LEVEL I 14ELD LEVEL II HELD LEVEL II I \~ELD LEVEL I V PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 ] 
LEVEL I . LEVEL II LEVEL II I LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 j I 012 I I 009 II· DID I I 9 9 '1 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec. 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 0.1 I ~-.J I 1.0 ., I J 27 
,QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
r=::J HORIZONTAL [;ZJ VERTICAL WELDERS NAME. ________ STAMP_ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE ______ _ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUHBER ________ _ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAO SIN __ 1_26_2 __ 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821 ________ DATE, __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE. ___ _ 
ENGR.D!830 DATE. __ _ 





,A 80 0 j~ . S' .015 
----5 1.270 f 8 C .020 0 0 





1 1/2" Decreasing RPM 
AUTor·1I\TIC BUTTllElO 
WELOING PHOCEDURE sPtCI FI CATION (~IPS) 
WPS tlo. 
""~HVMB£R I RCVlS'ON LCTTl.U I rACE 
f'tPP-lO-OOO1 I I I I I I I I I I I I J14 of 111 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. OATE TPS A/A 328-001 Samele #71 -13% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP Hr~AO TUBE DATA 
INTEPJML .GAS ARG HEAD GAS i\RG . 0.0. 1.500 
.... 1--
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 15+5 WALL .049 
=-
--
PRE-PURGE m·IE 2 f4Irl{MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIf·1E 15 SEC(imj) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE Tmc: 1 'UN(r1IN) FiG. P/il ~OST-PURGE TII·IE 1 :mHMHI) 
(1) Add 1 min' (iir;ii)'fOreach additional ft. of j 1ne betl'leen the gas 1n let 
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAr·~i·1ER SETTIilGS I 
WELD LEVEL I I~ELO LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL I II HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LO~'I 
5 to 199 .o.mps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 ! I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec rime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec , to 9.9 Sec • I 
I 009 I I 01, I I QQ~ I I ala I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I Oil 1 I a 1 I I 1 0 I I 1 40 -] 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~IP __ o HORIZONT~L [2j VERTICAL -
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1262 
REPORT NUfo18ER 
!~O ELECTRODE APPROVALS: (Sketch) A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE ! B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 
I 8 C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 UATE 0 D .020 QUALITY CONTROL DIITE STAl1P 
136 
DATA SHEET 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1 1/2" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOfoVl TI C BUTTHELD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No 
_NUMBER I REVISIOI'II.ETTER 1" PAGE 
MPP-LO-OOOl r 1 1 1 I ITT II I 1 -114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 SamEle 1106 +51: 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
I"TERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG (l,D. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5:,2 FLOW CFH 19 WALL 0.049 
PRE-PURGE TINE 2 MIN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE'TIME'lS SEC(MHl) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl4E 1 MIN (MIN) POST -PURGE TIr~E 1 MIN(MIN) FTG. PIN 
(1) Add. 1 min (min) for each additional ft. of 1 ine between the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMMER SETTINGS 
WELD LEVEL r WC:LD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL I I I WELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lml 
5 to .199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 .AJnps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I ! 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec rime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I QQ9 I, I 012 I I Oog I I Ola ] [ 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec. 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I [) 1 I I [) 1 I ,. ~ QQ I I I,lig I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS WELDERS NAME STAMP_ r:==J HORIZONT~L ~ VERTICAL 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE £-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1328 REPORT NUMBER 
!A\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A aoo MFG. 0/821 DATE I~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
I r:?J C 1.270 ENGR.0/830 DATE O' FTG. 0 .020 QUALITY CONTROL DATE STAl4P 
VISUAL ACCEPT 
FOAM 391&·$.1 REV. 5·73 
137 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUlOMATl C IlUTTHELD 




AF.VISION Lt:TTER I ~AGE _HUMIER 
MPP-LO-OOql I I I I I I I I I I I J 1 14 of 14 
<, 
TPS A/A 328-001 SflECIFICATIOtI flO. REVISJor4. DATE Sam~le #107 +10% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
. 
INTERJ~AL GAS· ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
--
flOW CFH 5+2 FL0I4 CFH 
-
17 . WALL 0.049 
I = ._-
PRE-PURGE TIfo!E2...~IN(MIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(I1I~l) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIl·lE 1 MIN(I1IN) POST -PURGE TH-lE 1 MHl(MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. o~ hne bet\~een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be ~/elded. 
PROGRAMr~ER SETTINGS 
.-
WELD LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III I~ELD LEVEL IV PULSE LOH 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199· Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I '1 [ I I I I I I 1 093 092 089 087 038 J I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
.T1111e 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I J L. I I I ·1· I I ·'1 009 Q1Z UU9 Ole 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I O.l I L 1 00 ·1 I J SO I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 




MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 
HEAD SIN 1628 
REPORT Nur·U3ER 
im·. ELECTRODE (~ketch) APPROVALS: ·A 80 0 ·MFG. 0/821 DATE S" .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 18& C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 DATE -






ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF ppeR QUALIrl 
1 1/2" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMA:rI C BUmofELO WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIfICATION (WPS) 
WPS flo 
111 .. -'''' MPP-LO-OOQ1 
I flf.YISION ~Ii:TT[M T PAGE 
, , I II I II I I T I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE fPS AlA 328-001 Sapmle #118 +20% 
PURGE GAS 
BACK-UP 
X-Ray Results: Accept 
HEAD TUBE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS~! __ HEAD GAS._AR_G ___ _ 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH _5_! ..... 2 __ ._ WALL. __ ·_04_9 ___ ._ 
HE-PURGE TIr1E 2 r4Hl(HIN)(l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEc(rml) AlLOY _____ _ 
POST-PURGE m'lE 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TH'lE 1 MIrI(MIN) FTG. PIN (1) Add 1 min (min) for each additional ft. O~ hne between the g=as~ln="'I""er-t-­ad the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMrI,ER SETTINGS 
W[LO LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II 11ELD LEVEL III 14ELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lml .-S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 093 'I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 J 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV • FINISH SLOPE Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I ,009 I [ 012 I I 009 I ,I· 010 I I 9.9 "I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HE.G.D SPEED 
RPM .1 to 9.9 Sec. 1 to 9.9 Sec • 1 to 9.9 Sec I O. 1 I I O. 1 I I 1,0 " I 1. 60 
quALIFICATION POSITIONS 
r:::J HORIZONT~L I~I VERTICAL WELDERS NAHE. _____ ---:STAMP_ 
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 
HEAD SIN __ 1_26_2_ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE _____ _ 
REPORT NUf.1BER ________ _ 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/821 _______ DATE. __ _ 
Q,E. 0/814 OATE __ _ 
ENGR.D/830 OI\TE __ _ 






1 1/2" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTO""'TIC BUTTHElO IlELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (viPS) 
WPS rio 
_NUMBER I ReVISION LCT1U< r PACE '''PP~lO-OOOl I 1 I I I I I I I I T T 114 of ltl 
SPECIFICATIOII NO. REVISIOn. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample '#119 +30% I 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
,INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOif CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 
'm 
20 WALL 0.049 
- --
P1!E-PURGE TIl-IE 2 11H1(MIil}(1) PRE-PURGE TII'IE~(r'l~tI) ALLOY 
" POST-PURGE TII'IE 1 MIN(MHl) POST-PURGE TIf.lE 1 '.uNUm!) FTG. P/;I ~1) Add 1 min ~~each additionalft, OT1Tiii-between the gas In le't and the joint to be ~le1ded. 
PROGRAM1·1ER SETTVIGS 
I WELO LEVEL I t4ELD LEVEL I r HELD LEVEL III t'/ELO LEVEL IV PULSE LO':l 5 t" 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps' 1; to 199 Arn~s 5 to 199 Amps [ 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 1 
LEVEL I LEVEl II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE Tillll 1-299 Sec 'i'ime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 009 I I 012 I I Q!l2 I I OlD I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD 3?~EO 
.1 :to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I all I I Q.l I I J C I I I fiO I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP o HORIZONT~L [ZJ VERT! CAL -
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUI'BER 
!A\O ELECTRODE (Sketch) APPROVALS: A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE ~~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE ~5 







ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF PPOR QUALITY 
1 1/2" Increasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC BUTTHELD 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (VIPS) 
WPS No 
M"" .. UMOEA 
NPP-LO-OOOl 
T AtVlstON LCTTt..J4 [PACE 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATI01I NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 1120 +40~ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
INT[fUlAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
flOW CFH 5:,2 FLOW CFH 
-




PRE-PURGE TUlE: 2 f4Itl(MIiI}(1) PRE-PURGE TmE 15 SEC(NW) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TII·IE 1 MIN(MHI) POST-PURGE TIr1E i 'UN(r1IN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min {imn} for each additional ft. of hne betl'/een the gas lnlet 
and the joint to be I'/elded. 
PROGRM1f'1ER SETTIilGS 
WELD LEVEL I l~ELD LEVEL I I ~IELD LEVEL III i·IELD LEVEL I V PULSE L6~1 l:: ~:3 Am" I 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !1 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps C;] I 089 I I 087 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV . FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec Yime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.':1 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 I I 009 I I 010 I I 9·2 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SP::ED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec. 1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I I 0:1 I I l·Q I I 1.!iO I 
QijALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NANE STANP_ r:::J HORIZONTAL 1./1 VERTICAL 
RADIOGR.\PH ACCEPTANCE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 





A 80° MFG, 0/821 DATE 1~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 




1 1/2" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC OUTTHELD 
WELOIIIG PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No. 
'-HUMBER I Rr.VISION LI:TTUt I PACE MPP-LO-OOOl I J J I I J I I I I J J 1140f14 
SP£CIFICATIOII NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample #100 -5% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUSE DATA 
INTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.50 
FLOW CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH 14 WALL .049 
= 
--
PRE-PURGE THIE 2 r4I1l(MIiI)(1) PRE-PURGE THlE1S SEC(rml) ALLOY 
POST-PURGE m·1E] :m-l{MHI) POST-PURGE TINE 1 '-1ItI(r1IN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 'm; n (imii}'fOr each addi ti ona 1 ft. of 11 ne betl-Ieen the gas In let 
and the joint to be ~/elded. 
PROGRAr~I:'IER SETTInGS 
WELD LEVEL I to/ELO LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III i·IELD LEVEL I V PULSE LO!-I 
5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !i to.199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
, 
093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 I 0 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL II I LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Time 1-299 Sec 'fime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 01~ I I 009 I I OlO I I 51 51 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I Q.l I L D.l I I 1 0 I I l GO I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STANP o HORIZONT~L ~ VERTICAL --
RADIOGR\PH ACCEPT~~CE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 




A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE I~ B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
'-5 
t 8 C 1.270 ENGR.O/830 llATE 0 0 .020 QUAL ITY CONTROL DATE STMP VISUAL ACCEPT 
142 
DATA SHEET 
'OR'G'NAl PAGE ,. 
Of POOR QUALITY 
1 1/2" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC OUTTWELO 
WELDING rOOC£DURE SPEC I Fl CAnON (~IPS) 
WPS Ho 
__ ------------.,..-----:-::-,-,-.,........,.-=-=-c-..:.:.:...:~:..:.-._..,.---.. I RI:VISION LI:rTt.l. I rACE MWHUMIIER 
MPP-LO-OOOl I I II -r I r I -r I T 1114 of l'I 
SPECI FI CA TI Or! NO. REV I S I Oil. DATE,_.-.:..TP~s~A..::../,;.:.A . ..:.3:.::.28=_-..::.0::.:.01:..._..::S::;::a::;!mp:.:.l.::..e ..::.'.:...l0:::;I:......-.::-I:,:::O=.,% ___ _ 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD rUBE DATA 
IWT£PJlAL GAS __ A_RG __ • HEAD GAS ARG '--_._- 0.0. 1. 50 
FLOW CFH,_-= ___ 13_+_2_ WALL .049 flOW CFH 5+2 =r _ 
PtI[-PURGE TU1E 2 r1IN (MIil)( 1) PRE -PURGE TH·1E 15 SEC(rIlll) ALLOY 
------
POST-PURGE TU1E 1 MIN(MIN) POST-PURGE TH1E 1 'HN(r1IN) FTG. P/il (1) Add 1 min (iii1ii}'f'O"reach additional ft. of hne betl-Ieen the g-a-s -l-n ~Ie-t-­
and the joint to be \·le1ded. 
PROGRArl,;·lER SETTWGS 
WELD LEVEL I \~ELO LEVEL I I ~IELD LEVEL 1 I I i'IELO LEVEL 1 V PULSE LO~'I 
5 to 199 /lmps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps !i to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Tilne 1-299 Sec 'f; 1T'.e 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 I I QQ~ I I 1l11l I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 
I 0.: I I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
r:::J HORIZONT~ c::J VERTICAL 
MACHINE E-200T4 S/N 328 








to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
0.1 I I l.OO I I 1 62 I 
WELDERS NAME. _____ ._STMiP __ 
RADIOGR.l.PH ACC~PTANCE _____ _ 
TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE ______ _ 
REPORT NUMBER _________ _ 
APPROVALS: 
MFG. D/82' ____ ". ___ PATE __ _ 
Q.E. 0/814 DATE i 
ENGR. D/830. ___ ~_--.-:OllTE __ _ 
QUALITY CONTROL DIIT£. __ _ 
SiAl.w 
VISUAL ACCEPT 
~------------------~----_________ '_," ________________ N ___ 
143 
DATA SHEET 
1 1/2" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC BUTTWELD MELDING PROcEDURE SPECIFICATION (WPS) 
WPS No 
, ,_NUMIlR I REVIS'ON I.ETTER I PACE MPP-LO-OD01 r 1 111 , 1 1 -, T , 1 114 of 14 
SPECIFICATION NO. REVISION. DATE TPS A/A 328':001 Sample 1102 -15% 
~URGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept' 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
. . lttTEPJlAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
-
FLOW CFH 5;!;.2 flOW CFH - 12!.2 WALL 0.049 
PRE-'URGE TII1E 2 MIN(!.~IN) (l) PRE-PURGE TIME 15 SEC(MHl). ALLOY 
POST-PURGE TIME 1 MIN(MIN) POST -PURGE THlE 1 MIN(MIN) FTG. PIN I (1) Add 1 min (iiiin,}Tor-each additional ft. ot llne betlveen the gas 1n let ; and the joint to be welded. 
PROGRAMMER SETIINGS 
WELG LEVEL I WELD LEVEL II WELD LEVEL III WELD LEVEL I V PULSE Lml 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199'Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038' ] 
LEYEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE TfIII 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1~299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I 009 I I 012 I I QQ2 I I· 010 I I 9 9 I 
ROTATION PUlSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 ,to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I Cil I I Ilil I I J 00 ., I 1 60 I 
~IFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP 
. 0 HORIZON~AL o VERTICAL -
RADIOGRAPH ACCEPTANCE 
RAcKINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE HEAD SIN 1262 
REPORT NUMBER 
J ~o ELECTRODE (~ketch) APPROVALS: t'" ,A 80 0 'MFG. 0/821 DATE  . , 
" B' .015 Q.E. 0/814 - DATE 








ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1 1/2" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
AUToMAT it BUmliLO 
WELDING POOC£CURE SPECIFICATlON (WPS) 
WPS tlo 
MPI'NUMIKR I /IF-VISIDH '-"TTU' I PAct 
MPP·LO-OOO1 r I I 1 I I r T r r r I I 14 of \4 
SPfCIFICATIorl NO. REVISION. DATE TPS AlA 328-00L Sample 1103 -30% 
PURGE' GAS 
X-Ray Results: P,ccept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
IHTERHAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
-
. - 10 .049 FL,* CFH 5+2 FLOW CFH WALL .. 
--
..... 
PRE-PURGE m·1E 2 f1HI{Mlil) (l) PRE-PURGE TlHE 15 SEC(f.1Ir1) ALLOY. 
• 
PasT -PURGE TU1E 1 11lN(MHI) POST -PURGE TUlE' '·IIN (f1IN) FTG. P/il 
(1) Add 1 min (nr:ii)fi)i=""each additional ft. of hne betl'/een the gas lnlet 
and the joi nt to be \'Ie 1 ded. 
PROGRAMf1ER SETTHIGS 
WiLD LEVEL I \~ELD LEVEL I I ~lELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LO':l 
5 to 199 ".mps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 JlJnps 5 to 199 Amps 
I 093 I I 092 I I 089 I I 087 I I 038 I 
L£~EL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
Tillll 1-299 Sec '!"ime 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec Ti me 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
I 009 I I 012 1.1 009 I I 010 I I 9.9 I 
ROTATION 
PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAO SPEED 
.1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM 
I 0.1 I [ 0.1 I I 1.00 I I 1.60 I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STAMP r::=J HORIZONTAL [£J VERTICAl --
RAOIOGR~H ACCEPT~~CE 
MACHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUHBER 
12\0 ELECTRODE APPROVALS: (Sketch) A 80 0 MFG. 0/821 DATE !~ B .015 Q.E. D/814 DATE 
"-5 1.270 




1 1/2" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOf.tATIC Bum/ElD 
WELDING PROC£'flURE SPECIFICATIOtl (WPS) 
WPS No. 
--"""' .. ,. I R£VlsrON LCTTi:.U I "AGE MPP-LO-OOOI t I J I I J I J J 1 1 J I 14 of 14 
S9ICIFICATION NO. REVISIorl. DATE TPS AlA 328-001 Sample 1104 -50% 
PURGE GAS X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
IWTERNAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1. 500 
-
PlOW CFH S+2 FLOW CFH 
-
7.5 WALL 0:049 
PRE-PURGE TINE 2 r1Hl(MHl)(I) PRE-PURGE iIr.1E1S SEC(HIrI) ALLOY 
• ~ PO$f-PURGE TIl1E 1 MIN(MHI) POST -PURGE TINE 1 'UN (r1IN) FTG. P/il (l) Add 1 min (iif:n') for each additional ft. of hne between the gas 'Inlet. and the joint to be \·/elded. 
PROGRAMl-lER SEnrNGS 
WELD LEVEL I ~4ELD LEVEL I I WELD LEVEL III HELD LEVEL IV PULSE Lm-l S to 199 /lmps 5 to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 093 I I 092 ] I 089 I ! 087 I I 038 ! 
LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE 
1'lIE 1-299 S'r 'fime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec 
009 I 012 I .J 009 I I 010 I I 9.9 I 
ROTATION PULSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPM I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 1.QQ I I 1. gil I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STM1P o HORIZONTAL 1/1 VERTICAL -
RADIOGRlJ'H ACCEPTAi'l CE 
M~CHINE E-200T4 SIN 328 TENSILE TEST ACCEPTANCE 1262 HEAD SIN 
REPORT NUr·1BER 
!A'\O ELECTRODE APPROVALS: (Sketch) A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE ,~ 
B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 
---5 
1 G C 1.270 ENGR.D/830 OflTE 0 0 .020 QUI\L ITY CONTROL DATE STAl1P REJECT EXCESSIVE HOT SPOT 
146 
DATA SHEET 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1 1/2" Decreasing Shielding Gas 
AUTOMATIC flUWtELD 
N£LDHIG PROCEDUIlE SrECIFICATION (~IPS) 
WPS tlo 
"'Pf'NUMBER I flr,VISION I.CTTlI' 1 rACE ,,.PP-LO-OOOI • I I I I I I I I I I I I I 14 of 14 
SPECIFICATI01I NO. REVISIOfl. DATE TPS A/A 328-001 Sample 1105 -6% 
PURGE GAS 
X-Ray Results: Accept 
BACK-UP HEAD TUBE DATA 
rNTERlIAL GAS ARG HEAD GAS ARG 0.0. 1.500 
FLOW CFH 5;:'2 FLOW CFH 5 WALL .049 
-- -
'R£-PURGE TU1E 2 r·llN(MIiI)(l) PRE-PURGE TmE 15 sEt(rml) ALLOY 
'POST-PURGE TI/·1E' MIN(MIil) POST-PURGE TIME' ~IN(MIN) FTG. P7il (1) Add 1 min (imii"}for'each additional ft. of llne betl·teen the gas lnlet and the joint to be \·telded. 
PROGRAMNER SETTr,'lGS 
WElD LEVEL I HELD LEVEL I I HELD LEVEL I I I HELD LEVEL I V PULSE LO;'I i to ~:3 '""I'G 5 to 199 Amps S to 199 Amps 5 to 199 Amps I 089 I I 087 I I 038 I 
LEVEL I LEVU II LEVEL II I LEVEL IV FINISH SLOPE I n. 1-299 Se c '(ime 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec Time 1-299 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec I : 009 I I 012 I I 009 I I 010 I I 9·2 I 
ROTATION 
PUlSE HIGH PULSE LOW DELAY HEAD SPEED 
.1 .to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec .1 to 9.9 Sec RPI1 I 0.1 I I 0.1 I I 1.00 I I 1.6Q I 
QUALIFICATION POSITIONS 
WELDERS NAME STA~lP o HORI ZoNT.AL o VERTICAL 
RADIOGR~PH ACCEPTANCE 





A 80° MFG. 0/821 DATE j.~ 
B .015 Q.E. 0/814 DATE 185 1. 270 C ENGR.D/83D UtlTE o FTG. 0 .020 QUI\LITY CONTROL D.~TE 
STN1P 
VISUAL ACCEPT 
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